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 Lance Waggoner was convicted of unlawful use of a weapon following a jury trial in the 

Circuit Court of Linn County and was sentenced to four years’ imprisonment.  This court affirmed 

his conviction on direct appeal.  Waggoner filed a motion for post-conviction relief under Supreme 

Court Rule 29.15, which the circuit court denied following an evidentiary hearing.  Waggoner 

appeals.  We affirm. 

Factual Background 

 In 2011, Waggoner lived in Bucklin with his wife Samantha Waggoner and his eight-year-

old stepson.  On March 26, 2011, Waggoner’s stepson called 9-1-1 and reported hearing gunshots.  

Waggoner’s stepson told the dispatcher that he did not know Waggoner’s current location.  At 
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9:40 p.m., Waggoner’s wife called Bucklin City Marshal John Wright on his cell phone to ask for 

help.  Wright requested assistance from police officers in Brookfield, and then proceeded toward 

the home.   

 Once at the home, officers met Ms. Waggoner and her son at the front door.  One of Ms. 

Waggoner’s eyes was red and puffy, and she had a black eye and swollen lip.  When the officers 

went inside, they found broken glass and debris throughout the house.  Additionally, officers 

discovered that a Hummer vehicle had been driven through a closed garage door and away from 

the home. 

 Although it was dark outside, an officer discovered the Hummer parked in a field behind 

the house, about 100 to 200 yards away, with an interior light on.  After one of the officers pointed 

a flashlight at the Hummer, a gunshot was fired from that direction.  The officers took cover.  When 

they turned back towards the Hummer, the interior light was off.  Officers decided to remove Ms. 

Waggoner and her son from the scene.  They believed that Waggoner was behind the house in or 

near the Hummer.  Because it was dark outside, however, the officers decided to suspend the search 

for their own safety.  None of the officers ever saw Waggoner. 

 Later, police returned to the scene with Ms. Waggoner to retrieve personal items and search 

for evidence.  Officers found tracks leading from the house to the field and empty rifle and shotgun 

shells in the field near where they had seen the Hummer.  A bullet hole was also discovered in the 

side of the home. 

 On April 5, 2011, Waggoner was arrested in Nebraska.  He was transported back to 

Missouri, where he was charged with two counts of unlawful use of a weapon and one count of 

resisting arrest.  Waggoner waived his right to counsel.   
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 On October 7, 2011, a jury trial was held.  During the instruction conference, the State 

agreed to dismiss one of the two charges of unlawful use of a weapon, and the trial court entered 

a judgment of acquittal on the resisting arrest charge.  Accordingly, only a single count of unlawful 

use of a weapon was submitted to the jury. 

 The jury returned a guilty verdict on the single count of unlawful use of a weapon submitted 

to it.  The circuit court accepted the jury’s recommendation that Waggoner be sentenced to a term 

of four years’ imprisonment.  We affirmed Waggoner’s conviction and sentence on direct appeal.  

See State v. Waggoner, 425 S.W.3d 140 (Mo. App. W.D. 2014).    

 On July 29, 2014, Waggoner filed a timely pro se motion for post-conviction relief under 

Rule 29.15, which asserted thirty-two separate claims. 

 Although the circuit court initially dismissed Waggoner’s post-conviction relief motion as 

frivolous, it later reinstated the motion, appointed counsel, and granted counsel an extension of 

time to file an amended motion.  Appointed counsel filed a timely amended motion on December 

8, 2014.  Following an evidentiary hearing, the circuit court issued its judgment denying 

Waggoner’s post-conviction relief motion on June 29, 2016. 

 Waggoner appeals. 

Standard of Review 

 We review the denial of a motion for post-conviction relief to determine whether the circuit 

court’s findings of fact or conclusions of law are clearly erroneous.  See Rule 29.15(k); Cornelious 

v. State, 351 S.W.3d 36, 41 (Mo. App. W.D. 2011).  “Findings and conclusions are deemed clearly 

erroneous only if a full review of the record leaves the appellate court with the definite and firm 

impression that a mistake has been made.”  Id.  (internal quotation omitted).  We presume the 
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lower court’s ruling to be correct.  Id. (citing Strong v. State, 263 S.W.3d 636, 642 (Mo. banc 

2008)). 

Discussion 

I. 

 In his first Point, Waggoner argues that the motion court erred when it failed to make a sua 

sponte inquiry into whether Waggoner was abandoned by his appointed counsel. 

 Criminal defendants do not have a constitutional right to counsel in post-conviction 

proceedings.  Martinez v. Ryan, 566 U.S. 1, 9 (2012).  Despite the lack of any constitutional right 

to counsel, Missouri Supreme Court Rules provide for the appointment of counsel for indigent 

movants in post-conviction cases.  See Rule 24.035(e), Rule 29.15(e) (“When … an indigent 

movant files a pro se motion, the court shall cause counsel to be appointed for the movant”). 

 Because the right to counsel in post-conviction proceedings is not constitutionally based, 

any claim that post-conviction counsel was ineffective is “categorically unreviewable.”  Barton v. 

State, 486 S.W.3d 332, 336 (Mo. banc 2016) (quoting Price v. State, 422 S.W.3d 292, 297 (Mo. 

banc 2014)).  Although a movant cannot assert a claim of ineffective assistance by post-conviction 

counsel, a movant may be entitled to relief if the movant is “abandoned” because of counsel’s 

failure to discharge certain obligations.  Id. at 336-37.  Rule 29.15(e) requires counsel to: 

[A]scertain whether sufficient facts supporting the claims are asserted in the [pro se ] motion 

and whether the movant has included all claims known to the movant as a basis for attacking 

the judgment and sentence.  If the motion does not assert sufficient facts or include all claims 

... counsel shall file an amended motion that sufficiently alleges the additional facts and claims.  

If counsel determines that no amended motion shall be filed, counsel shall file a statement 

setting out facts demonstrating what actions were taken.... 

 

The Missouri Supreme Court has emphasized, however, that  

[s]ince first recognized by this Court in Luleff v. State, 807 S.W.2d 495 (Mo. banc 

1991), and Sanders v. State, 807 S.W.2d 493 (Mo. banc 1991), the claim of 

abandonment by post-conviction counsel has been limited to two circumstances – 
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when post-conviction counsel: (1) takes no action with respect to filing an amended 

motion or (2) is aware of the need to file an amended motion but fails to do so in a 

timely manner. 

 

Id. at 334 (emphasis in original).  Luleff held that, where “there is no record of any activity by 

counsel on movant’s behalf, the motion court shall make inquiry, sua sponte, regarding the 

performances of both movant and counsel.”  807 S.W.2d at 498. 

 Waggoner does not claim there was no record of activity by counsel.  Instead he believes 

that Luleff required the circuit court to engage in a sua sponte abandonment inquiry in this case, 

because the amended post-conviction relief motion filed by his appointed counsel made only 

“minor changes” to his pro se motion, and therefore failed to establish that appointed counsel 

fulfilled her obligations under Rule 29.15(e).  Waggoner attempts to bring his case within the first 

category of abandonment recognized in Barton: cases where appointed counsel “takes no action 

with respect to filing an amended motion.”  486 S.W.3d at 334.  Appointed counsel did take action 

on Waggoner’s behalf, however, since counsel actually filed a timely amended motion for post-

conviction relief.  This simply is not a case in which counsel took “no action with respect to filing 

an amended motion.” 

 Waggoner argues that the amended motion filed by appointed counsel “is akin to filing no 

amended motion at all,” because of what he considers limited modifications counsel made to his 

pro se motion.  Waggoner cites to our decisions in Pope v. State, 87 S.W.3d 425, 428-29 (Mo. 

App. W.D. 2002) and Trehan v. State, 835 S.W.2d 427, 429-30 (Mo. App. S.D. 1992) to argue 

that abandonment must be found where appointed counsel files an amended motion which merely 

replicatesthe allegations of a pro se motion with only minor, non-substantive modifications 

because that is   “tantamount to a total default in carrying out the obligations imposed upon 

appointed counsel under the rules.”  Id. at 428 (internal quotations omitted).   
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Our Supreme Court has provided recent guidance.  In the present case, as in Barton, 

appointed counsel filed an amended motion with changes and additions the movant believed were 

inadequate.  Barton clearly states that abandonment will only be found where appointed counsel 

“takes no action with respect to filing an amended motion,” 486 S.W.3d at 334, and Luleff makes 

clear that an abandonment inquiry is only required where “there is no record of any activity by 

counsel on movant’s behalf.”  807 S.W.2d at 498 (emphasis added).      

Waggoner provides an exhaustive critique of appointed counsel’s performance in what 

amounts to an impermissible claim for ineffective assistance of post-conviction counsel.  His 

argument would require a circuit court to assess the extent, and significance, of the modifications 

appointed counsel made to a pro se motion.  This sort of qualitative assessment would necessarily 

– and improperly – require the court to evaluate the effectiveness of post-conviction counsel’s 

efforts on the movant’s behalf.  Our Supreme Court has emphasized that “the rationale behind the 

creation of the abandonment doctrine in Luleff and Sanders was not a newfound willingness to 

police the performance of post-conviction counsel generally.”  Price v. State, 422 S.W.3d 292, 298 

(Mo. banc 2014).  The Court has also stressed that “[c]laims of abandonment are reviewed 

carefully to ensure that the true claim is abandonment and not a substitute for an impermissible 

claim of ineffective assistance of post-conviction counsel.”  Barton, 486 S.W.3d at 338. 

 The Supreme Court has explained the importance of maintaining a clear distinction 

between claims of abandonment and claims of ineffective assistance.  Making this delineation 

between abandonment and ineffective assistance claims is essential both because it is required by 

Missouri law and because it clarifies for the federal courts that litigants who received ineffective 

assistance of post-conviction counsel may not obtain relief in Missouri state courts.  Gehrke v. 

State, 280 S.W.3d 54, 59 (Mo. banc 2009), held that this is important because: 
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[T]he Court limits the scope of abandonment to preserve potential 

relief under federal habeas corpus proceedings.  Federal habeas 

corpus proceedings require a movant to exhaust all available state 

remedies, including appeal and postconviction remedies, before 

bringing a federal claim.  State court remedies are exhausted when 

they are no longer available, regardless of the reason for their 

unavailability.  If the scope of abandonment were expanded further, 

it is foreseeable that federal habeas corpus claims could be denied 

due to a movant's failure to bring a motion to reopen postconviction 

proceedings.  This would frustrate the legitimate goals of a prompt 

comprehensive review and finality. 

 

(internal quotations and citations omitted).  

 

 Waggoner’s claim that his appointed counsel did not do enough to revise his pro se post-

conviction relief motion is “an impermissible claim of ineffective assistance of post-conviction 

counsel,” not a “true claim [of] abandonment.”  See Barton, 486 S.W.3d at 338.  The first category 

of abandonment claims recognized in Barton is limited to cases of non-action by counsel; it does 

not apply in cases of purportedly insufficient or incompetent action.   

  The record in this case reflects actions by Waggoner’s appointed counsel in furtherance of 

counsel’s obligations under the rules.  Counsel made multiple substantive revisions to Waggoner’s 

pro se motion.  For example, counsel corrected the date listed in the pro se motion for issuance of 

this Court’s mandate in Waggoner’s direct appeal, and added the docket number for Waggoner’s 

direct appeal to the motion.  Under Rule 29.15(b), the date of the issuance of the direct-appeal 

mandate is critical to determining the timeliness of a pro se motion.  In this case, Waggoner’s pro 

se motion would have been deemed untimely under the incorrect date he initially provided for the 

issuance of the mandate in his direct appeal. 

 Waggoner’s appointed counsel also added the following introductory statement prior to the 

specific description of Waggoner’s individual post-conviction relief claims: 
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8.  Claims for Postconviction Relief: 

Movant was denied his constitutional rights to due process of law, a fair and 

impartial jury, and a fair trial, contrary to constitutional guarantees under the Fifth, 

Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution and under 

Article I, Sections 10, 18(a) and 22(a) of the Missouri Constitution, because: 

 

Most significantly, counsel in six separate places listed the witnesses upon whom Waggoner would 

rely to support specific claims.  Item #9 of Supreme Court Form 40 requires that a post-conviction 

relief movant provide “the names and addresses of the witnesses or other evidence upon which 

you intend to rely to prove [the] facts” supporting the movant’s claim.  Counsel’s insertion of 

witness names into the pro se motion reflects an effort by counsel to bring Waggoner’s pro se 

motion into compliance with the procedural requirements established by Supreme Court Rules. 

 Thus, the amended motion filed by appointed counsel in this case was not merely a 

reproduction of Waggoner’s pro se motion.  To the contrary, counsel made multiple, substantive 

modifications to the pro se motion.  The amended motion cannot be considered a “mere 

replication” of Waggoner’s pro se motion.  Because claims of ineffective assistance by post-

conviction counsel are “categorically unreviewable,” we need not decide whether the 

modifications counsel made were well-advised, significant, or successful; nor do we consider 

whether a reasonably competent attorney would have made further revisions to Waggoner’s pro 

se motion.  Because of the actions counsel took on Waggoner’s behalf, Waggoner was not 

“abandoned,” and there was no need for the circuit court to conduct a sua sponte abandonment 

inquiry. 

 Waggoner’s first Point is denied. 
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II. 

 In his second Point, Waggoner argues that the trial court lacked jurisdiction to convict and 

sentence him because the crime for which he was ultimately convicted was not charged in the First 

Amended Information. 

  In the First Amended Information, Waggoner was charged in Count I with unlawful use of 

a weapon based on the allegation that, “on or about March 26, 2011, outside the residence at 36417 

Nickle Rd., in the County of Linn, State of Missouri, the defendant knowingly discharged a firearm 

from a motor vehicle, to wit, a yellow Hummer.”  In Count II, Waggoner was charged with 

unlawful use of a weapon on the basis that, “on or about March 26, 2011, inside the residence at 

36417 Nickle Rd., in the County of Linn, State of Missouri, the defendant knowingly exhibited in 

the presence of one or more persons a shotgun, a weapon readily capable of lethal use, in an angry 

or threatening manner.” 

 During the instruction conference, the circuit court required the prosecution to elect 

between submission of Count I or Count II.  The State elected to submit the unlawful use of a 

weapon charge based on Count II.  The verdict director omitted the allegation that the unlawful 

exhibition of a weapon occurred “inside the residence at 36417 Nickle Rd.,” however.  And during 

closing argument, the State argued that the unlawful exhibition of a weapon occurred outside the 

home, when Waggoner discharged a shotgun in the presence of the law enforcement officers. 

 On direct appeal, Waggoner challenged the verdict director, arguing that it erroneously 

omitted the specific location of the offense, as charged in the First Amended Information.  We 

rejected Waggoner’s challenge.  We first noted that the allegation in Count II of the First Amended 

Information that the unlawful act occurred “inside the residence at 36417 Nickle Rd.” was 

surplusage, and that it was unnecessary for the State to prove, or for the jury to find, that the offense 
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in fact occurred inside Waggoner’s home.  We also reasoned that Waggoner’s true objection was 

that there was a factual variance between the crime as charged and the offense proved at trial.  We 

concluded that Waggoner could not show that he was prejudiced by any variance between Count 

II of the charging instrument and the trial evidence, since in response to Count I he was on notice 

and prepared to respond to the allegation that he had discharged a weapon in the presence of law 

enforcement officers outside of his home. 

 “Matters decided on direct appeal may not be relitigated in a postconviction relief motion.”  

State v. Boyd, 927 S.W.2d 385, 389 n.5 (Mo. App. W.D. 1996); see also, e.g., Placke v. State, 341 

S.W.3d 812, 818 (Mo. App. S.D. 2011).  Moreover, even if Waggoner’s current claim is different 

from the claim he raised on direct appeal, it is well-established that “[i]ssues that could have been 

raised on direct appeal – even if constitutional claims – may not be raised in postconviction 

motions, except where fundamental fairness requires otherwise and only in rare and exceptional 

circumstances.”  Esparza v. State, 518 S.W.3d 269, 273 (Mo. App. W.D. 2017) (internal quotation 

omitted); accord. Strosnider v. State, 514 S.W.3d 34, 40 (Mo. App. S.D. 2016) (quoting State v. 

Tolliver, 839 S.W.2d 296, 298 (Mo. banc 1992)). 

 Waggoner contends that the variance between the First Amended Information and the 

evidence at trial divested the circuit court of jurisdiction to convict him, and that he is therefore 

entitled to raise the issue in this post-conviction proceeding.  But the Supreme Court has rejected 

the argument that defects in a charging instrument affect the jurisdiction of the circuit court.  More 

than 25 years ago, the Court explained that 

[s]ubject matter jurisdiction of the circuit court and the sufficiency of the 

information or indictment are two distinct concepts.  The blending of those concepts 

serves only to confuse the issue to be determined.  Circuit courts obviously have 

subject matter jurisdiction to try crimes, including the felony of unlawful use of 

weapons.  Mo. Const. art. V, § 14(a).  At the same time, a person cannot be 

convicted of a crime with which the person was not charged unless it is a lesser 
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included offense of a charged offense.  Cases stating that jurisdiction is dependent 

upon the sufficiency of the indictment or information mix separate questions.  That 

language . . . should not be relied on in the future.  Equally inaccurate is the 

statement in at least one case that absence of an information deprives the trial court 

of jurisdiction over the person. 

 

State v. Parkhurst, 845 S.W.2d 31, 34-35 (Mo. banc 1992) (other citations and footnotes omitted).1  

Waggoner’s claim that he was convicted of a different offense than the one charged in the First 

Amended Information does not raise a “jurisdictional issue” which he can raise in this post-

conviction relief proceeding. 

 Point II is denied. 

III. 

 In his third Point, Waggoner argues that his appellate counsel was ineffective for failing to 

assert that the trial court lacked jurisdiction to convict him, because of the variance between the 

offense charged in the First Amended Information, and the offense of which he was convicted at 

trial.  Waggoner’s Brief acknowledges that appellate counsel argued on direct appeal that “the 

State argued and submitted Count II on a different theory than what was charged.”  He contends, 

however, that appellate counsel should have argued that the disparity between the charging 

instrument and the evidence at trial created a jurisdictional defect, not merely a trial court error. 

 As explained in § II, above, Waggoner’s contention that the claimed variance divested the 

circuit court of subject-matter jurisdiction is incorrect.  Because this is not a jurisdictional issue, 

direct-appeal counsel was not ineffective for failing to argue the claim as an issue of subject-matter 

jurisdiction. 

                                            
1   In State v. Collins, 154 S.W.3d 486, 497 (Mo. App. W.D. 2005), we stated that “[a] conviction based on an offense 

not properly charged in the charging instrument is a nullity, as the trial court acquires no jurisdiction over non-charged 

offenses.”  As the Eastern District recognized in Rupert v. State, 250 S.W.3d 442, 447 (Mo. App. E.D. 2008), Collins 

“fails to acknowledge Parkhurst’s holding,” and should not be followed on this point. 
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Conclusion 

 The judgment of the circuit court is affirmed. 

  

 

 __________________________________________ 

 VICTOR C. HOWARD, JUDGE 

Hardwick, J. concurs in majority opinion 

Ahuja, J. dissents in separate dissenting opinion  
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DISSENTING OPINION 

The majority holds that the circuit court was not required to conduct a sua sponte inquiry 

into the performance of Waggoner’s appointed counsel.  According to the majority, no 

independent inquiry was required because counsel showed some “signs of life” by filing an 

“amended” post-conviction relief motion which reproduced Waggoner’s pro se motion with 

inconsequential changes.  The majority apparently concludes that, so long as appointed counsel 

files something which purports to be an “amended” motion, counsel has discharged his or her 

performance obligations under Supreme Court Rule 29.15(e), and no further inquiry is required 

(or even permitted). 

I respectfully dissent.  Contrary to the majority opinion, multiple cases hold that an 

abandonment inquiry is required even if counsel took some action on a movant’s behalf.  Indeed, 

the Missouri Supreme Court has expressly recognized that “[a]n amended motion . . . has been 

deemed a nullity when counsel merely replicated a facially deficient pro se motion.”  Stanley v. 

State, 420 S.W.3d 532, 542 (Mo. banc 2014).  Notably, the Supreme Court supported the quoted 
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statement in Stanley with a favorable citation to Pope v. State, 87 S.W.3d 425 (Mo. App. W.D. 

2002) – a case which the majority now (apparently) holds has been overruled. 

In this case, appointed counsel filed an “amended” post-conviction relief motion which 

reproduced Waggoner’s pro se motion with only perfunctory changes.  (The “amended” motion 

is attached as an Appendix to this opinion.)  Despite the majority’s valiant efforts to magnify 

their significance, none of the few revisions made by counsel give any indication that counsel 

fulfilled her obligations under Rule 29.15(e) “to investigate the claims raised in the inmate’s 

initial motion,” and to independently determine whether additional facts, or additional claims, 

were available and needed to be asserted.  Price v. State, 422 S.W.3d 292, 297 (Mo. banc 2014).  

Because “[the] record does not indicate whether appointed counsel made the determinations 

required by Rule 29.15(e),” this “creates a presumption that counsel failed to comply with the 

rule.”  Luleff v. State, 807 S.W.2d 495, 498 (Mo. banc 1991).  The circuit court was accordingly 

required to conduct an inquiry into counsel’s performance, to determine whether counsel had 

failed to discharge her obligations under Rule 29.15(e).  The judgment should be reversed, and 

the case remanded to the circuit court for it to conduct the abandonment inquiry required by 

Luleff. 

Discussion 

I. 

Rule 29.15(e) describes the fundamental obligations of appointed counsel to determine 

whether the filing of an amended post-conviction relief motion is required.  Rule 29.15(e) 

provides that, after counsel’s appointment, 

Counsel shall ascertain whether sufficient facts supporting the claims are asserted 

in the motion and whether the movant has included all claims known to the 

movant as a basis for attacking the judgment and sentence.  If the motion does not 

assert sufficient facts or include all claims known to the movant, counsel shall file 
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an amended motion that sufficiently alleges the additional facts and claims.  If 

counsel determines that no amended motion shall be filed, counsel shall file a 

statement setting out facts demonstrating what actions were taken to ensure that 

(1) all facts supporting the claims are asserted in the pro se motion and (2) all 

claims known to the movant are alleged in the pro se motion.  The statement shall 

be presented to the movant prior to filing.[2] 

 

In Price v. State, 422 S.W.3d 292 (Mo. banc 2014), the Missouri Supreme Court 

explained the importance of counsel’s performance of his obligations under Rule 29.15(e): 

When counsel is appointed under Rule 29.15(e), this rule requires this 

counsel to investigate the claims raised in the inmate’s timely initial motion and 

then file either an amended motion or a statement explaining why no amended 

motion is needed.  Performance of these duties is essential because the limited 

scope of appellate review under Rule 29.15(j) assumes that “the motion court and 

appointed counsel will comply with all provisions of the rule.”  Luleff [v. State], 

807 S.W.2d [495,] at 497-98 [(Mo. banc 1991)].  Therefore, Luleff balances the 

Court’s need to enforce the requirements of Rule 29.15(e) and its unwillingness to 

allow ineffective assistance claims regarding post-conviction counsel by holding 

that a “complete absence of performance” by appointed counsel is tantamount to a 

failure of the motion court to appoint counsel under Rule 29.15(e) in the first 

instance.  Id. at 498.  Under either scenario, the integrity of the procedures set 

forth in the rule are compromised and the case cannot proceed as Rule 29.15(e) 

intends. 

Id. at 297-98.  We have similarly recognized that counsel must conduct a reasonable 

investigation in order to discharge counsel’s obligation to “ascertain” whether the movant has 

asserted all known claims and supporting facts.3   

 In Luleff, the Missouri Supreme Court imposed an obligation on circuit courts, in certain 

circumstances, to act on their own motion to investigate whether appointed counsel has 

discharged counsel’s obligations under Rule 29.15(e).  Luleff holds that, where the record fails to 

reflect that appointed counsel has discharged his obligations under Rule 29.15(e), the circuit 

                                            
2  Rule 24.035(e), which applies in cases where a defendant pleads guilty, is worded identically. 
3  Riley v. State, 364 S.W.3d 631, 637 (Mo. App. W.D. 2012) (“postconviction counsel cannot discharge his 

or her duty to determine whether the pro se motion asserts all facts, and all claims, available to the movant, where 

counsel has failed to examine the record essential to that determination”). 
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court has an obligation to conduct an independent inquiry concerning whether counsel has 

abandoned the movant.   

A record that does not indicate whether appointed counsel made the 

determinations required by Rule 29.15(e) creates a presumption that counsel 

failed to comply with the rule.  Where counsel determines that filing an amended 

motion is not warranted, counsel should make that determination a part of the 

record.  At such time as the motion court may proceed to rule a postconviction 

motion and there is no record of any activity by counsel on movant’s behalf, the 

motion court shall make inquiry, sua sponte, regarding the performances of both 

movant and counsel.  If counsel’s apparent inattention results from movant’s 

negligence or intentional failure to act, movant is entitled to no relief other than 

that which may be afforded upon the pro se motion. If the court determines, on 

the other hand, that counsel has failed to act on behalf of the movant, the court 

shall appoint new counsel, allowing time to amend the pro se motion, if 

necessary, as permitted under Rule 29.15(f). 

Luleff, 807 S.W.2d at 498.  Under Luleff, therefore, the record before the circuit court must 

affirmatively indicate that appointed counsel has complied with Rule 29.15(e).4   

Generally, a circuit court is not required to perform an independent inquiry under Luleff if 

appointed counsel does either of the following:  (a) counsel files a timely amended motion on the 

movant’s behalf; or (b) counsel files the statement contemplated by Rule 29.15(e), explaining the 

actions counsel undertook to determine whether an amended motion was required.  See, e.g., 

Moore v. State, 458 S.W.3d 822, 825 (Mo. banc 2015); Vogl v. State, 437 S.W.3d 218, 229 (Mo. 

banc 2014); Stanley v. State, 420 S.W.3d 532, 541-42 (Mo. banc 2014).   

A Luleff inquiry may be required, however, “[e]ven though the record may reflect some 

activity by appointed counsel to demonstrate compliance with Rule 29.15(e).”  Poe v. State, 820 

S.W.2d 325, 327 (Mo. App. W.D. 1991) (emphasis added).  For example, the Supreme Court has 

held that abandonment may be found even though counsel files a Rule 29.15(e) statement, if that 

                                            
4  See also, e.g., Moore v. State, 458 S.W.3d 822, 825 (Mo. banc 2015) (“The absence of a record of post-

conviction counsel’s attention to the pro se motion ‘creates a presumption that counsel failed to comply with the 

rule.’” (citations omitted)); Vogl v. State, 437 S.W.3d 218, 229 (Mo. banc 2014) (“When the record refutes the claim 

of abandonment, however, no independent inquiry is required of the motion court.” (citation omitted)). 
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statement fails to establish that counsel engaged in the level of activity required by the Rule.  In 

Moore v. State, 934 S.W.2d 289 (Mo. banc 1996), appointed counsel in a guilty-plea case filed a 

statement in lieu of an amended motion, stating that  

he had reviewed the file “with the exclusion of the transcripts of the guilty plea 

hearing . . . , the sentencing hearing . . ., and movant's pro se motion . . . .” 

[Emphasis added.]  On the basis of this “review,” post-conviction counsel 

determined that “no additional facts or grounds can be added in an amended 

motion.” 

Id. at 290. 

Counsel’s statement in Moore plainly indicated that counsel had engaged in some action 

to fulfill his obligations under the rules.  The Supreme Court nevertheless held that counsel had 

essentially conceded abandonment, by acknowledging that he had failed to review essential parts 

of the record: 

Rule 24.035(e) [(which is identically worded to Rule 29.15(e))] requires 

counsel to “ascertain whether sufficient facts supporting the grounds are asserted 

in the motion and whether the movant has included all grounds known to him as a 

basis for attacking the judgment and sentence.”  In [this] case, the statement filed 

by post-conviction counsel shows on its face that counsel took neither of the two 

actions required by Rule 24.035(e).  On its face, counsel’s statement is thus 

tantamount to a confession of abandonment.  A . . . hearing is warranted . . . 

precisely because the face of the record raises the presumption of abandonment to 

which Luleff . . . refer[s]. 

Id. at 292; accord, Brown v. State, 968 S.W.2d 725, 727 (Mo. App. E.D. 1998) (reversing for 

Luleff inquiry where counsel’s statement in lieu of an amended motion indicated that counsel had 

not communicated with the movant as part of counsel’s determination that an amended motion 

was unnecessary).  Other cases reach the same result as Moore, holding that an abandonment 

inquiry is required even though counsel took some action on a movant’s behalf.5  And the 

                                            
5  Tabor v. State, 282 S.W.3d 381, 385 (Mo. App. S.D. 2009) (Luleff inquiry required even though counsel 

filed an entry of appearance, requested additional time to file a brief, and “forward[ed] . . . correspondence to the 

motion court relating to the ‘status of the case’ on three occasions”); Gehlert v. State, 276 S.W.3d 889, 892-93 (Mo. 

App. W.D. 2009) (remanding for abandonment inquiry where appointed counsel entered his appearance, requested 
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Missouri Supreme Court continues to cite Moore as good law concerning the abandonment 

doctrine.  See, e.g., Barton v. State, 486 S.W.3d 332, 338 (Mo. banc 2016); Moore, 458 S.W.3d 

at 825; Vogl, 437 S.W.3d at 228-29. 

The majority opinion cannot be reconciled with the result reached in Moore and related 

cases.  If the majority opinion were correct, each of those cases should have rejected the 

movant’s abandonment claim, for the simple reason that counsel did something to represent the 

movant – however limited or incompetent.  But the courts took the opposite approach, and 

assessed whether the record of counsel’s actions was sufficient to indicate that counsel had, in 

fact, discharged his duties under Rule 29.15(e). 

Of more significance, the Missouri Supreme Court has expressly held that the mere fact 

that counsel files a paper denominated an “amended motion” is insufficient, standing alone, to 

make a Luleff inquiry unnecessary.  Instead, the Court has explained that “[a]n amended motion . 

. . has been deemed a nullity” – thus triggering the obligation to perform a Luleff inquiry – “when 

counsel merely replicated a facially deficient pro se motion.”  Stanley, 420 S.W.3d at 542 (citing 

Pope v. State, 87 S.W.3d 425, 427-29 (Mo. App. W.D. 2002)).  We have explained that, “when 

counsel files an amended motion that is so patently defective that it amounts to a nullity, . . . 

counsel, in essence, has not filed an amended motion, and, therefore, the action falls within the 

first situation of abandonment recognized by the Supreme Court” (namely, cases in which 

counsel “takes no action” on the movant’s behalf).  Dudley v. State, 254 S.W.3d 109, 111 (Mo. 

App. W.D. 2008); see also Williams v. State, 415 S.W.3d 764, 768 (Mo. App. W.D. 2013). 

                                            
guilty plea and sentencing transcripts, and communicated with movant, his daughter, and the court concerning status 

of case); Poe, 820 S.W.2d at 327 (finding presumption of abandonment even though counsel requested an extension, 

a trial transcript, and other documents). 
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The Supreme Court found that “[t]he first amended motion was not a nullity” in Stanley, 

420 S.W.3d at 542; but it reached this conclusion only after actually examining the modifications 

the amended motion made to the movant’s pro se motion.  The Court explained: 

The pro se motion alleges only (1) that the plea court failed to reject his plea 

agreement in “open court” and (2) that Mr. Stanley’s plea counsel was ineffective 

because she promised Mr. Stanley he would receive a maximum of a three-year 

sentence if he pleaded guilty, yet she allowed the court to treat the plea agreement 

as a nonbinding “open plea.”  The first amended motion alleges five claims.  It 

alleges two claims that the plea court erred in failing to tell Mr. Stanley it was 

rejecting his guilty plea agreement and in failing to allow him to withdraw his 

guilty pleas, and it alleges three separate claims that his plea counsel was 

ineffective.  The first amended motion also states, as additional facts, that the plea 

court did not allow Mr. Stanley to withdraw his guilty pleas, that counsel failed to 

assert in the written plea agreement that the two three-year sentences were to be 

served concurrently, and that plea counsel did not object or inquire into the plea 

court’s imposition of the maximum eight-year sentence. 

The first post-conviction counsel’s actions did not constitute abandonment 

because his filing of an amended motion discharged his duties under Rule 

24.035(e).  Moreover, the allegations of additional claims and facts in the first 

amended motion show that Mr. Stanley’s first post-conviction counsel made some 

effort to “ascertain whether sufficient facts supporting the claims” were asserted 

in the pro se motion and “whether the movant had included all claims known to 

the movant as a basis for attacking the judgment and sentence.”  Rule 24.035(e); 

see Luleff, 807 S.W.2d at 497. 

Id. at 542-43. 

If the majority opinion were correct that the filing of any document denominated an 

“amended motion” is enough to defeat the need for a Luleff inquiry, the Supreme Court’s 

detailed comparison of the pro se and amended motions in Stanley would have been 

unnecessary.  But the Supreme Court engaged in that detailed comparison, as part of its 

determination that the movant had not been abandoned by counsel.  Without an explicit 
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statement from the Supreme Court to the contrary, we must presume that Stanley remains good 

law.6 

It is also significant that Stanley cited favorably to this Court’s decision in Pope – a case 

the majority now suggests has been overruled by the intervening decision in Barton v. State, 486 

S.W.3d 332, 338 (Mo. banc 2016).  In Pope, 87 S.W.3d 425, we held that the circuit court was 

required to perform an independent abandonment inquiry, even though appointed counsel timely 

filed an amended motion on the movant’s behalf.  We explained that the “amended” motion in 

Pope “was a replica of the pro se . . . motion, except that the amended motion changed the 

pronoun ‘I’ to ‘Movant’ or ‘he’ or ‘his.’”  Id. at 428.  We rejected the State’s argument that a 

Luleff inquiry is required “only when appointed counsel takes no action on behalf of movant or 

files an untimely amended motion.”  Id.  Instead, we held that, where counsel makes “no 

substantial changes” to the movant’s pro se motion, and counsel fails to explain the basis for his 

determination that no revisions were required, the presumption of abandonment arises.  Id. at 

428-29.  We explained: 

A record that does not indicate whether appointed counsel made the 

determinations required by Rule 24.035(e) creates a presumption that counsel 

failed to comply with the rule.  Based on the fact that Pope’s amended motion 

merely replicated his pro se motion, we are unable to determine whether 

appointed counsel determined the motion was sufficiently supported by facts and 

included all claims known to Pope.  If no substantial changes were required, 

appointed counsel should have filed a statement explaining what actions were 

taken to ensure the sufficiency and completeness of the motion.  The minor 

pronoun changes in the amended motion do not allow an inference that appointed 

counsel complied with the affirmative requirements of Rule 24.035.  This is 

particularly evident given counsel’s failure to correct obvious errors in the pro se 

motion, such as Pope’s allegation that he was denied “allocation at sentencing.”  

This misspelling (of the legal term “allocution”) was repeated verbatim in the 

                                            
6  “Supreme Court decisions that have not subsequently been criticized, modified, or overruled are controlling 

authority.  We do not presume the Supreme Court has overruled its previous decision unless it proclaims otherwise.”  

State ex rel. Wratchford v. Fincham, 521 S.W.3d 710, 715 (Mo. App. W.D. 2017) (quoting McMillian v. Pilot 

Travel Ctrs., LLC, 515 S.W.3d 699, 706 (Mo. App. E.D. 2016)). 
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amended motion, suggesting that appointed counsel did nothing more to the pro 

se pleading than have it retyped. 

Id. at 428-29 (citations omitted). 

Similarly, in Trehan v. State, 835 S.W.2d 427 (Mo. App. S.D. 1992), the Southern 

District held that a Luleff inquiry was required where, “[d]espite the flagrant inadequacy of the 

movant’s pro se motion, his appointed counsel simply incorporated the pro se motion, with its 

blank paragraph 9, into the amended motion and added two additional grounds for relief which 

the movant now correctly describes as ‘uncognizable.’”  Id. at 429. 

The caselaw discussed above establishes that the need for an independent abandonment 

inquiry does not evaporate simply because appointed counsel takes some action to represent the 

movant in the post-conviction proceeding.  Instead, the record must affirmatively indicate that 

appointed counsel has in fact discharged his obligations under Rule 29.15(e) to investigate and 

analyze whether a pro se motion requires revision or supplementation.  As discussed in the 

following section, the “amended” motion filed by appointed counsel in this case fails to provide 

any basis to infer that she in fact performed the investigation required by Rule 29.15(e), and a 

Luleff inquiry was accordingly required. 

II. 

The “amended” motion filed by Waggoner’s appointed counsel in this case is insufficient 

to establish that counsel in fact discharged her obligations under Rule 29.15(e) to determine the 

adequacy of Waggoner’s pro se motion following a reasonable investigation.   

The 50-page “amended” motion, which is appended to this opinion, consists of a 

photocopy of Waggoner’s pro se motion, on which counsel has made a grand total of 10 
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handwritten insertions, and added one typewritten general statement.7  Because it is simply a 

photocopy (complete with the original file-stamp and signature), the “amended” motion retains 

the many misspellings in the pro se motion:  for example, “Missouri” is spelled “Missorri”; 

“judgment” is “judgement”; “counsel” is “council”; “during” is “durring”; and “essential” is 

“esential.”  Counsel’s failure to correct these obvious errors raises concerns as to whether 

counsel made the independent inquiry that is required under the Rule.  See Pope, 87 S.W.2d at 

429 (failure of record to show counsel’s discharge of obligations under Rule 24.035(e) “is 

particularly evident given counsel’s failure to correct obvious errors in the pro se motion,” such 

as misspellings). 

In addition, counsel retained all thirty-two claims from Waggoner’s pro se motion, 

without any substantive modification.  Among other things, Waggoner’s pro se motion alleges: 

that the prosecution had committed the “felony offense of witness tampering” by threatening 

witnesses and asking them to perjure themselves; that a prosecutor had committed perjury by 

drafting and filing a false probable-cause affidavit; that the prosecution had forged business 

records affidavits and the transcripts of two 9-1-1 calls; that Sheriff’s Department personnel 

presented inadmissible evidence to the jury, and improperly discussed the case with jurors, 

during their deliberations; that Sheriff’s Department personnel instructed the jury how to 

complete the verdict forms; that “rampant judicial misconduct” and “jury misconduct” had 

occurred; and that the court had failed to maintain an accurate and complete trial transcript by 

holding discussions off the record, and omitting or altering the record of proceedings.  The 

motion alleges generally that Waggoner’s prosecution was plagued by “[r]ampant perjury, 

                                            
7  I presume that appointed counsel in fact made the handwritten and typed revisions to Waggoner’s pro se 

motion.  Nothing in the record actually indicates who made the various revisions reflected in the “amended” motion, 

however, and the “amended” motion is not separately signed (but instead merely reproduces the signature from 

Waggoner’s pro se motion). 
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forgery, manufacture of false evidence, lying as to where evidence was found, even taking false 

photo’s [sic] at another . . . location claiming they were taken at the scene of the alleged crimes.”  

The motion also alleged that there was insufficient evidence to support Waggoner’s conviction, 

that the offense of which Waggoner was convicted was different from the offenses charged in the 

First Amended Information, and various claims of instructional error. 

Certain of the claims asserted in Waggoner’s pro se motion (such as challenges to the 

sufficiency of the evidence to support his conviction; claims of instructional error; and claims of 

a variance between the charging instrument and the evidence at trial) are plainly claims that 

could – and should – have been raised in Waggoner’s direct appeal.  Those claims are not 

properly asserted in a motion for post-conviction relief, yet counsel retained them verbatim, and 

without any attempt to justify consideration of those claims in a post-conviction relief 

proceeding.  Many of the other claims Waggoner asserted (such as claims of witness tampering; 

suborning perjury; forgery of documents; interference in jury deliberations; alteration of the trial 

transcript; “rampant judicial misconduct” and juror misconduct; and “[r]ampant perjury, forgery, 

[and] manufacture of false evidence”) are factually extravagant.  Counsel retained all of those 

claims in Waggoner’s “amended” motion, without reciting a single additional fact or legal 

authority, and without any indication that counsel had herself determined that a good-faith 

factual and legal basis actually existed for the claims.  It is significant in this regard that the 

circuit court initially dismissed all of the claims in Waggoner’s pro se motion as frivolous – yet 

appointed counsel later repeated all of those same claims, with no substantive revision or 

supplementation.8 

                                            
8  It is also significant that, at the evidentiary hearing on Waggoner’s “amended” motion, counsel offered no 

witness testimony, live or by deposition.  The circuit court found that Waggoner had failed to present evidence on 

twenty of the twenty-five claims discussed in the judgment, and had accordingly abandoned those claims. 
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The two most “significant” revisions made by appointed counsel were the addition of a 

preliminary statement to Waggoner’s pro se motion, and the explicit identification in seven 

instances of witnesses who would support various claims.  But neither of those revisions is 

sufficient to demonstrate that counsel discharged her obligations under Rule 29.15(e).  The 

preliminary statement counsel added is merely a vague claim that Waggoner was denied his right 

to a fair trial, a fair and impartial jury, and due process of law.9  The statement is so generic that 

it could be used to introduce the post-conviction claims of any movant, in any post-conviction 

case.  It does not support any inference that counsel in fact investigated the circumstances of 

Waggoner’s case. 

Counsel’s identification of witnesses is no more meaningful.  In each case in which a 

witness was explicitly identified by counsel, the identity of that witness was already readily 

apparent from the claim description contained in Waggoner’s pro se motion.  For example, one 

of Waggoner’s claims was that the State had failed to disclose pending criminal charges against 

his wife, Samantha Waggoner.  Waggoner’s description of the claim stated that the State had 

failed to disclose criminal charges pending against its “key witness,” and explicitly stated that, 

among other things, “Waggoner will rely on the criminal complaint filed in the records of the 

court in State v. Samantha Waggoner.”  Thus, it was obvious from Waggoner’s pro se motion 

that Ms. Waggoner was the “key witness” whose pending criminal prosecution was purportedly 

                                            
9  Counsel’s preliminary statement reads in its entirety: 

8.  Claims for Postconviction Relief: 

 Movant was denied his constitutional rights to due process of law, a 

fair and impartial jury, and a fair trial, contrary to constitutional guarantees 

under the Fifth, Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States 

Constitution and under Article I, Sections 10, 18(a) and 22(a) of the Missouri 

Constitution, because: 
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concealed.  Counsel added to Waggoner’s description the additional statement that Waggoner 

“will rely on testimony of ‘key witness’ referenced above, who is Samantha Waggoner of New 

Mexico.”  Counsel’s insertion added nothing of substance to Waggoner’s motion. 

Similarly, in three instances where Waggoner’s description contended that the Sheriff had 

improperly tampered with the jury during their deliberations, counsel added the identical 

statement that Waggoner “[w]ill rely on testimony of Sheriff Tom Parks and jurors.”  Notably, 

counsel’s insertion does not identify any juror by name, suggesting that counsel had not actually 

conducted any investigation of Waggoner’s incendiary claim that the Sheriff had actively, 

repeatedly and improperly interfered with the jury’s deliberations. 

Finally, counsel added a general statement at the end of the motion, indicating that 

Waggoner would “rely on his own testimony in support of all of the foregoing claims.”  This 

statement is so vague as to be essentially meaningless.  In addition, it is hard to believe that 

Waggoner would in fact have any meaningful testimony to offer concerning many of the thirty-

two claims asserted in his amended motion (such as claims of jury or witness tampering, or other 

claims of prosecutorial or judicial misconduct).  This final insertion, once again, provides no 

basis to conclude that counsel had in fact discharged her obligations under Rule 29.15(e). 

In its Brief, the State contends that counsel’s identification of witnesses in the amended 

motion “shows that counsel did investigate appellant’s case.”  I disagree.  While counsel’s 

insertions may indicate that counsel had reviewed the pro se motion itself, they do nothing to 

suggest that counsel conducted any further investigation or review.  Moreover, although the 

majority contends that counsel’s addition of witness descriptions into the motion – with respect 

to only 6 of Waggoner’s 32 claims – constitutes an effort by counsel to bring Waggoner’s motion 

into compliance with the procedural requirements of the Supreme Court Rules, counsel’s hand-
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written insertions do not even satisfy the minimal formal requirements of Item #9 of Form 40, 

which requires that witnesses be identified by name, and address, with respect to each claim 

asserted in a post-conviction relief motion. 

Finally, counsel’s correction of the date of the direct-appeal mandate, and addition of the 

direct-appeal docket number, to Waggoner’s pro se motion does nothing to indicate that counsel 

performed the type of investigation required by Rule 29.15(e). 

Despite the majority’s determined effort to magnify the extent of appointed counsel’s 

revisions to Waggoner’s pro se motion, those revisions are merely cosmetic – the proverbial 

“lipstick on a pig.”  Because the record “does not indicate whether appointed counsel made the 

determinations required by Rule 29.15(e),” a presumption arises that counsel failed to comply 

with the rule, and the circuit court was required to make an independent inquiry as to whether 

counsel had, in fact discharged her obligations under Rule 29.15(e).  Luleff, 807 S.W.2d at 498.10 

Accordingly, the case should be remanded to the circuit court for the independent inquiry 

mandated by Luleff.  That inquiry need not be formal, or extensive.  As the Supreme Court 

explained in McDaris v. State, 843 S.W.2d 369 (Mo. banc 1992), the Luleff inquiry “may be as 

formal or informal as the motion court deems necessary to resolve the question of abandonment 

by counsel, including, but not limited to, a written response and opportunity to reply, a telephone 

conference call, or a hearing,” so long as the inquiry results in “a sufficient record . . . to 

demonstrate on appeal that the motion court’s determination of the abandonment issue is not 

clearly erroneous.”  Id. at 371 n.1.  While it may not impose significant administrative burdens 

                                            
10  This review of the extent of counsel’s revisions to the pro se motion is not a prohibited “qualitative 

assessment” of appointed counsel’s efforts on Waggoner’s behalf, as the majority contends.  Instead, the question is 

simply whether the record “indicate[s] [that] appointed counsel made the determinations required by Rule 29.15(e).”  

Luleff, 807 S.W.2d at 498.  As explained in the text, a review of the “amended” motion fails to demonstrate that 

counsel took any action to discharge her obligations under the Rule. 
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on the court, conducting such an inquiry is essential to the proper functioning of the post-

conviction relief process. 

Conclusion 

Because the record before the circuit court failed to indicate that Waggoner’s appointed 

counsel discharged her obligations under Supreme Court Rule 29.15(e), the judgment of the 

circuit court should be reversed, and the case remanded to the circuit court for the conduct of a 

Luleff inquiry.  

 

 

       

Alok Ahuja, Judge 
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thereof and that the matters therein set forth arc

-

My commission expiree: (date)

SignWof5

(datel.

qcn,4flac 7QIç

0 0

Stateof (141SSC)CC)

County of (_1 y’ft

)
)
)

Subscribed and sworn to before me this

Notary Public

to
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8. Claims for Postconviction Relief:

Movant was denied his constitutional rights to due process of law, a

fair and impartial jury, and a fair trial, contrary to constitutional guarantees

under the fifth, Sixth and fourteenth Amendments to the United States

Constitution and under Article I, Sections 10, 18(a) and 22(a) of the

Missouri Constitution, because:
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ADDDONAL ANSWERS FOR QUE511ON 8 PAGE 2

(a). JUDICIAL ERROR AS JUDGE BY NOT READING INFORMATION AND RELYING SOLELY ON PROPOSED
INSTRUCTIONS ERRED BY SUBMflTING AN IMPERMISSABLE INSTRUCTiON AS A LESSER INCLUDED
OFFENSE: The court erred in submitting Instruction #6 [exhIbiting a weaponi by allowing the state to
“choose” to submit the instruction for count II based on the evidence and actions of the separate
offensive act charged in count I because the court falsely believed the defendant had been charged
twice for “shooting from that vehicle” which was patently false. The state was allowed by said error to
submit exhibiting a weapon as a lesser Included offense or in the alternative as a completely uncharged
offense based on the conduct of defendant related to Count, I when in fact exhibiting Is not a lesser
included offense of discharging a firearm from a vehicle as charged In count I [which as charged is not an
offense of any Missouri statute no tess the one cited]. The prosecution even recommended removing
the verbiage “as to count II” from the instruction because he is not submitting count II he is choosing to
submit the physical act of “discharging a firearm from a vehicle to wit, a Hummer” as cited in count I “on
the basis of the instructions elements for an offense of the statute cited in “count II”. At no time does
the court ever reference what was actually charged in count II as cited in the information, nor does the
judge ever reference the act Inside of the residence at 36417 Nidde Road, exhibiting a shotgun, a
weapon readily capable of lethal action in the presence of one or more person in an angry or
threatening manner” which would be an offense of the statute cited if It were to have ever happened,
which the state failed miserably to ever infer it did as the conduct as charged in the information. The
conviction cannot stand and must be vacated because the court acted under color of law in allowing a
post state’s evidence new act to become a new offense of “while outside of the residence at a shooting
range located 200 yards north of the residence at 36417 Nidde Road the defendant exhibited a shotgun,
a weapon readily capable of lethal use by discharging It, to wit from a Hummer vehicle, in the presence
of one or more law enforcement officers, in an angry or threatening manner. Because the jury’s verdict
as to Instruction number 6 was to determine if this uncharged act occurred, the verdict is a nullity and
must be stricken, vacated, and the sentence based on a violation of Count II an act which the jury was
never instructed to deliberate and therefore has not, is also in error and must be vacated as a nullity.

fb). LACK OF JURISDICTiON OVER UNCHARGED OFFENSES: The court could not submit the uncharged act
as another second offense of “exhibiting a shotgun a weapon, at the shooting range some two-hundred
yards away from the residence by discharging a shotgun from a vehicle”, because this specific act was
not charged as an act which if proven would be an offense of some statute also not cited in the
information and the courttherefore has no jurisdiction over uncharged offenses. The prosecution
elected to charge this act as an offense of the unlawful use of weapons statute as a class B felony, but
dismIssed after the evidence at trial would not even support what It had charged, missing the remaining
required elements to make it an offense of the statute as cited in Count I. It is clear from the record the
judge believed the defendant had been charged twice for the same act of “shooting from that vehicle”.
The singular count of unlawful use of a weapon by exhibiting a weapon [Count II] Involved exhibiting a
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shotgun inside of a residence. This in no way resembled the conduct of defendant, evidence, and actionsor reactions of the victims retied on by the court to meet the elements of the alleged offense to allow
for submission of Instruction number six. Nor the prosecution’s argument submitted to the jury based
on “obviously that might be a shooting range where he shoots...there was a discharge the deputies werethere and they heard It, he was angry and he was making a threat” nor could the jury convict of either
act as the act as charged (Count I is not an offense of any statute if It was there would be an awful lot offarmers and hunters In our prisons, and the prosecution offered no evidence of Count II the act of any
exhibition of a shotgun loaded or not inside of the residence or of any person witnessing or being a
victim of such an exhibltion. The court has no jurisdiction over uncharged offenses tE the act of
exhibiting anywhere other than the places and times as cited as the statute offending conduct, and
therefore the conviction must be vacated as it is not only invalid It is as a matter of law a nullity.

(c.) SHACKUNG OF DEFENDANT ON EXTERIOR OF CLOTHING OURRING ENTIRE TRIAL IN PLAIN VIEW OF
THE JURY WITHOUT ANY HEARING OR EXPLAINATION, NOR ANY AUEMPTTO MITiGATE EFFECTS ON
JURY INVALIDATED THE VERDICTS: The defendant was painfully shackled at trial while acting pro-se,
crippled by the painful torture device, thereby severely prejudiced in the minds of the jury. The verdict is
invalidated as mandated by the US Supreme Court decision in Deck v. Missouri and results in an
automatic mistrial. This was done to ensure a conviction by the jury and was intentional, planned rigging
of a trial, It Is also disgusting and must be not only addressed fully, but in the interest of protecting the
judicial system must be punished. Automatic mis-trial.

(d.) PROSECUTION FAILED TO DISCLOSE JURROR WAS CRIMINALLY CHARGED BY SAME PROSECUTOR,
AND WAS IN PLEA NEGOTIATIONS WITH HIM AT11ME OF TRIAL Juror Alma Wood was charged with a
criminal offense prior to being seated, was known by the prosecution to be charged and out on bond.
She was being prosecuted by the same prosecutor, notably she received a sweet plea deal only days
after returning the guilty verdict as to the uncharged actjoffense. As if rigging the trial as cited in point
“c.” was not enough, this again Is disgusting behavior which deserves punishment The state beats all
burden of proving the juror was not tampered.

fe.) PROSECUTION FAILED TO DISCLOSE KEY WiTNESS WAS BEING CHARGED WITh CRIME WHICH
PROVIDED AN AFFiRMATIVE DEFENSE TO COUNT Il AS CHARGED, AND THAT THIS CRIMINAL ACT WOULD
HAVE REQUIRED ThE COURT TO ISSUE A MANDATORY DEFENSE INSTRUCTION FOR COUNT II AS
CHARGED: The imaginary charged offense to threaten the witness to commit perjury (which she refused
to do] involved a violent assault of a child in5ide of the residence by the alleged victim of the exhibition.
Missouri law allows one to act in defense of another, including lethal action if required. The jury had an
absolute right to hear this information and was required to contemplate the mandatory defense
instructions. It further had the right to know the prosecution was willfully falsely accusing others, just as
it had done against the defendant. The jury also had the right to contemplate why the witness exercised
her right not to testify, to avoid a false prosecution and the threats made against her, and that she had
done so on the advice of her appointed caundl. Obviously the defense had an absolute right to explore
the charges, to bring forth any witnesses, and to call the officer who lied as to the probable cause
statement used as the basis of attest. The outcome of trial will always be affected when an affirmative
defense is available but the prosecution hides it, had the prosecution not been stealing the legal mail of
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defendant and hiding it in his office this may have been exposed pilot to trial, something he openlyadmitted to, and was instructed to cease by the trial judge who should have taken action at that time byremoving him.

(f.) PROSECUTION COMMITTED FELONY OFFENSE OF WITNESS TAMPERING PRIOR TO AND DURRINGTRIAL: Prosecutor threatened witness Samantha Waggoner numerous times, asked her to commitperjury, Issued false criminal charges against her [see Ce.) abovej, in effort to secure false testimony, andthreatened her not to speak with the public defender representing the defendant at the time or “go tojail and lose your child”. This was reported numerous times, and witness made out an affidavit post-trial,again this is disgusting behavior, all in effort to secure first a plea deal, then to secure any conviction thecourt could falsify by throwing the constitution under the rug.

fg.) PROSECUJJON COMMITTED FELONY OFFENSE OF WITNE5S TAMPERING PRIOR TO AND DURRINGTRIAL: Prosecution by proxy threatened minor child witness H.A.N.B. by threatening if he and witnessSamantha Waggoner “did not back him up on this” the child would be sent away and never see his
mother again. (See (h.) below).

fh.) PROSECUTION FAILED TO DISCLOSE WITNESS SAMANTHA WAGGONER HAD DECLARED DEFENDANTWAS INNOCENT OF ALL CHARGES, PROSECUTOR WAS LYING, THAT SHE HAD DISCOVERED HE HAD
WRITtEN THE PROBABLE CAUSE FOR THE DEFENDANT’S ARREST HIMSELF TO ADD FALSE FACTS AND TOCHARGE KNOWN FALSE CRIMINAL CHARGES IN ORDER TO SECURE A FELONY WARRANT FOR ARREST,HAD COMMITtED PERJURY BY DOING SO, AND FURTHER THAT SHE HAD STATED TO HIM “THE TRUTH
WILL COME OUT, I AM NOT GOING TO LIE FOR YOU, YOU ARE JUST TRYING TO DO THIS SO YOU CAN
KEEP YOUR JOB AND NOT GO TO JAIL”. The prosecutor and officer admitted to the false affidavit schemeand perjury at trial during cross-examination. Witness further disclosed she was threatened she had
better back him up on this or she would go to jail and have her child taken away. See (f.) above.

fi.) FORGERY OF BUSINESS RECORDS AFFIDAVIT TO ADMIT INTO EVIDENCE FIRST ILLEGALLY RECORDED
TELEPHONE CALL Prosecutor committed the felony criminal act of forgery of a business records affidavit
which had been notarized by himself as the public notary as witness to himself taking the statement of a
witness who never had appeared before the court, been cross-examined by the defense, and who also
had no personal knowledge of the contents of the recordings nor was present when they were made
without the recorded party’s knowledge or consent.

Ci.) FORGERY OF BUSINESS RECORDS AFFIDAVIT TO ADMIT INTO EVIDENCE 911 CALL Prosecutor
committed the felony criminal act of forgery of a second business records affidavit which had been
notarized by himself as a public notary as witness to himself taking the statement of a witness who
never had appeared before the court, been cross-examined by the defense, and who also had no
personal knowledge of the contents of the recordings nor was present when they were made.

(k.) FORGERY OF TRANSCRIPT FIRST ILLEGALLY RECORDED TELEPHONE CALL Prosecutor committed the
felony criminal act of forgery of a transcript which had been falsely certified by the circuit court’s own
court reporter. The court reporter lied as to her identity claiming to be “Katy Sawyer” from “ Plata,

to
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Missouri” not Kathryn I. Sawyer the Unn County Circuit Court’s Reporter, who is an employee of theparty bringing the charges against the defendant and the court trying the case.

(L) FORGERY OF TRANSCRtPT RECORDED 911 TELEPHONE CALL Prosecutor committed the felonycriminal act of forgery of a transcript which had been faisety certified by the Urcuit court’s own courtreporter. The court reporter tied as to her identity claiming to be “Katy Sawyer CCR” from “La Plata,Missouri” not Kathryn I. Sawyer the Unn County Circuit Court’s Reporter, who is an employee of theparty bringing the charges against the defendant.

(m.) IMPROPER ADMISSION OF RECORDED CALlS BY FALSE BUSINE5S RECORDS AFFIDAVITS OF
UNKNOWN WITNESS, IMPOSSIBI..E TO CERTIFY THE CALLS AS AUTHENTIC AND UNALTERED, NOR WHENOR WHERE THE CALLS WERE RECORDED, OR WHO THE PERSONS BEING RECORDED WERE.

(n.) FAILURE TO HAVE A UNANIMOUS VERDICT BECAUSE INSTRUCTION GIVEN CAN BE USED FOR TWO
OR MORE SEPARATE ALLEGED CRIMINAL ACTS AT SEPARATE LOCATIONS AND SEPARATE liMES
INVOLVING SEPARATE FIREARMS, AND SEPARATE VICTiMS. It is impossible to determine which juror
found which act or what combination of the two’s elements combined into one act might had occurredor at which location, or with what weapon, no less which victims; or if some found one ad had occurredbut did not believe the other had been proven and some the opposite. It is entirely possible six jurors
found the defendant innocent of exhibition of a weapon Inside the residence the act charged as an
offense, and six found innocence of exhibition during the discharge of a firearm at the shooting rangesome half-hour later, white others found there was no weapon at all merely an exhibition of a shotgun,without a determination it was being used as a weapon of offensive or defensive combat or how, simply
because the instruction Is missing any instruction to the jury they must find the firearm was used as a
weapon. Some combination of both acts using elements from each the charged act and the uncharged
act could have been used, and in fact would have to be, as there is no evidence of a shotgun at the
location of the uncharged act, and only evidence of an unloaded dysfunctional shotgun at the chargedlocation inside the residence, there was no victim inside the residence, and further no exhibition
occurred there. It is worth noting the appellate court used this same approach to the verdict in their
unpublished ramble, using various evidence from multiple places, times, victims, and separate acts to
make a single offense. This is refered to as a “patchwork” verdict and notably is no verdict at all
according to the very same court As it was not properly briefed on appeal, they did not address the
issue but focused on what statute had been cited, and whether there was sufflUent evidence to prove
each element, which there was, just not at the same place or time, and issue they refused to address on
their own motion.

to.) THE PROSECUTION AND JURY WAS IMPROPERLY ALLOWED TO ASSEMBLE EVIDENCE REQUIRED TO
PROVE THE ESENTIAL ELEMENTS OF ThE Multiple possible ACTS SUBMTITED BY PROVING SOME
ELEMENTS AS CHARGED IN ONE CRIMINAL ACT AND ADDING OTHERS AS PROVED AT THE SECOND
SEPARATE UNCHARGED CRIMINAL ACT. One cannot prove some elements at one location, then swap
victims, swap firearms, and rely on actions and evidence that occurred gftff the first act had ended, and
a new act began, all of the elements must be proven at one location and at one time.

if
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(p.) Separate crimes require separate criminal charges, exhibiting any other unidentified weapon at anylater time anywhere except “inside the residence” as charged in Count II, requires as a matter of dueprocess that that criminal act be charged by describing each separate act “as nearly as can be done”.Violation of Missouri Sct Rules, and both US and Missouri Constitution. Anew criminal offense beginswhen the actor has time to cease and reflect on the first action, obviously going outside drMng off In avehicle parking in a field and going to the shooting range, hanging out there for 30 minutes or more thenallegedly discharging a firearm, is a second act and a separate second offense. It is illogical to concludeotherwise, just as our high courts have always done in determining when a second chargeabte offensecan occur, if this were not true all actions involving any crime would be one continuous act andtherefore punishable by only one offense and sentence.

(q.) INSUFFICENT EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT THE VERDICT OF ThE UNCHARGED OFFENSE AS SUBMflTEDAND A RGU ED TO ThE JU RY.

ft.) INSUFFICENT EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT La hypothetical] VERDICT; CONVICTiON AND SENTENCE BASEDON COUNT II AS CHARGED.

(s.) FAILURE TO HAVE ThE JURY’S CONCURRENCE AS TO THE SPECIFIC CRIMINAL ACT IT BEUEVED HADOCCURRED DUE TO PROSECUTION’S FAILURE TO FOLLOW 1NSTRUCT1ONS FOR USE; MAI RULESVIOLATED BY FAILING TO DESCRIBE LOCATION OF ALLEGED CRtME “AS NEARLY AS CAN BE DONE”(RESULTED IN INSTRUCTION BEING 50 VAUGE COURT BELIEVED ThE INSTRUCTION WAS FOR ANOTHERACT AS CHARGED IN COUNT I, AND ThAT DEFENDANT HAD BEEN CHARGED VMCE FOR THAT SAME ACTAND NEVER CHARGED WITH ThE ACTUAL PROPERLY CHARGED ACT AS CITED IN COUNT II OF ThEINFORMATION.

ft.) IT IS PHYSICALLY IMPOSSIBLE TO COMMIT CRIMINAL ACT CHARGED IN COUNT II

(u.) EXHIBITION OF EVIDENCE NOT ADMITTED INTO TRIAL TO JURY; AND IMPROPER CONTACT WIThMALE JURORS ON UNESCORTED BREAK OUTSIDE BY OFFICER WITNESSES DISPLAYING SAID EVIDENCE.Deputies showed jurors four firearms belonging to defendant which were not related to alleged crimesand were inadmissible. Officer’s statement of “they won’t need these he’s guilty anyway” tamperedjury.

fv.) Sheriff as potential Defense witness to be called up, and principal arresting officer who violated stateand federal law by going Into another state to make an arrest, knowing the charges and warrant were aforgery, and person who had stolen from defendant’s home, was bailiff and in jury room repeatedly,even instructing jurors, and helping them with evidence, if there had been a conviction based on anyone of the charged acts cited as an offense, this would obviously mandate a new trial. Once again Statebears all burden In proving there was no effect on jury.

(w.) Rampant JudlUal Misconduct, failure to have competent impartial judge before and at trial, post-trial hearings.
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Cx.) Holding “secret” un-announced court hearings to eliminate new-trial hearing witnesses, and publicfrom heating or worse yet witnessing and press reporting the truth, not only invalidated sentence, butfurther demands punishment and oversight to prevent it ever happening again. This was Intentionaldisgusting behavior, warranting a full investigation, also seems to be felony crimes In several differentways in multiple acts.

(z.) Appellate council failed to raise points as instructed by client, failed to properly brief main pointwhich is obviously fatal to the alleged conviction.

(aa.) Failure to maintain accurate complete record of trial denies right to appellate and federal review:“holding discussions off the record”, deaning up trial transcripts to remove obvious mistrial evidenceand bailiff misconduct, not only prevents proper review mandating new trial, but Is also criminal adwhich offends numerous Missouri Statutes, principally felony forgery. This behavior again is intolerableand a violation of so many rules and Constitutional Rights the Mo. Sct. Needs to initiate new rules,requiring Impartial and unannounced court reporters, transcription off site by Uvilians, and mandatoryaudio and video recording of all trials, as they do in most other states. When the record itself is halfmissing or just “cleaned away as Instructed by the judge”, there is no record; again this would requite anew trial had there been any conviction based on any charged ad which would offend a cited statute.
(bb.) Sheriff instructing jury what to place on jury forms they don’t understand in absence of bothparties, over objection of prosecution negates verdict and or sentence.

(cc.) Sheriff taking jurors evidence improperly admitted by the prosecutor’s forgery; over his ownobjection as prosecution, and judge’s explanation post-entry of sheriff into jury room where sheriffremained for several minutes alone with jury, of 1 think it will be ok” as to prosecution’s objection as toproper procedure, screams juror tampering, at the very least requires mis-trial, once again assumingarguendo there had actually been a conviction.

(dd.) Charging additional known false criminal allegations prejudicial to defendant as guilty in the mindsof the jury.

(ee.) Rampant perjury, forgery, manufacture of false evidence, lying as to where evidence was found,even taking false photo’s at another other location claiming they were taken at the scene of the allegedcrimes, denied any possibility of a fair trial, jurors will believe anything they don’t know it’s all fake, orthat an officer of the law will flat out lie on the stand. You cannot have a fair trial when the court iswatching them commit felony crimes, knows it’s happening, even takes up for them when they do it, ifthe court is going to violate the law, well just how does one receive a fair trial. And of course all an therecord, don’t think I would have wanted the press around far new trial hearings either, and I sure wouldnot want the witnesses who would come and say they saw officers stealing or placing evidence, or thatthey were just flat ass lying, or worse that what had been charged never happened at all, or any of thepoints raised herein, simply would have required the removal of the entire judicial law enforcementsystem. Obviously a fair trial coutd never be held while the judge watches the prosecution commitforgery and perjury, even manufacture of evidence, then takes up for them.
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(if.) Jury misconduct, as instructed to do so by the judge. Behavior that is simply unexplainable. Denied afair trial, mandates new trial had there actually been a conviction.

(gg.) The uncharged offense is also physically impossible to commit.

lii
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ADODITIONAL ANSWERS FOR QUESTION 9 PAGE 2

(a.) The record clearly indicates the trial judge falsely believed the defendant had been charged with
three acts which if proven at trial would be offenses of the criminal statutes sited in each count:
Count I Unlawful use of a weapon “for shooting from that vehicle”; Count U unlawful use of a
weapon ‘lot shooting from that vehicle”; and Count Ill resisting arrest by the use of or
threatening the use of violence. This was of course false.

The defendant was actually not charged with exhibiting a weapon while discharging a firearm
from a vehicle but rather charged with three criminal acts each a separate act and each a separate
criminal charge made by information In lieu of indictment. For conduct that occurred outside of the
residence after the defendant left his residence and after the arrival of law enforcement the
prosecution charged In Count I, unlawful use of a weapon for “discharging a firearm from a motor
vehicle, to wit a yellow hummer”. For conduct that occurred some30 minutes or more before the
arrival of law enforcement, and notably conduct that occurred inside of the residence prior to the
conduct alleged in Count I, the prosecution charged in Count II; “unlawful use of a weapon for inside
the residence knowingly exhibiting, in the presence of one or more persons, a shotgun, a weapon
readily capable of lethal use, in an angry or threatening manner”. For conduct that obviously would
have had to have occurred after the arrival of law enforcement and therefore also outside of the
residence, the prosecution charged in Count Ill; “resisting arrest by the use of or threatening the use
of violence”. At the close of the State’s evidence and when contemplating the defense’s motion to
acquit, the record clearly reflects the Court never read the actual information or the conduct which
if proven at trial would be an offense of the cited statute for each separate charge, but rather relied
solely on the jury instructions provided by the prosecution prior to trial. [tR p.120,4 -p.124,11].

The court then falsely advised the prosecution it could choose to submit the instruction for Count
II based on the evidence and criminal conduct submitted for Count I; conduct which occurred
outside of the residence after the arrival of and In the presence of law enforcement. This however
is not the criminal conduct which Is the basis of the singular conduct actually charged as an offense
related to exhibiting a weapon, the conduct for which the court now claims a conviction was
obtained. That conduct was charged as conduct occurring “inside of the residence in the presence of
one or more persons knowingly exhibiting a shotgun”.

This new uncharged aiminal conduct which the prosecution elected not to charge as a separate
offense by including a count IV or a charge in the alternative of Count I, is based on the defendant’s
additional uncharged acts that allegedly occurred while in or around a vehicle some 200 yards away
from the residence and some half hour or mote later in time, in the presence of law enforcement
not persons inside of the residence. Thus this is an uncharged offense and is a completely second
separate act, which the prosecution elected not to include in its three allegations of conduct which If
proven would be three separate offenses of criminal statute.

)5
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The basis of meeting the burden of proof to allow submission to the jury was that an exhibitionhad occurred at the vehicle at the shooting range, a second and separate criminal act of discharginga firearm, some minimum of thirty minutes after and some two-hundred yards away from the actalleged In Count lithe sole exhibition of a weapon charge cited in the information, which as chargedoccurred inside of the residence in the presence of persons inside of the residence. This howeverwas not the basis for Count Ii as submitted to the jury and as concluded by the court knowinglyexhibited a shotgun “for shooting from that vehicle”. The court explained “You cannot charge himwith two seoorote offenses for shooting from that vehicle can you? You either get one or theother.” The problem here which negates the verdict in its entirety is the prosecution had in fact notcharged any conduct or offense related to exhibition of any weapon at any other place except‘inside of the residence”; specifically not during a discharge of a weapon in the presence of lawenforcement. The prosecution tried to explain this judicial error and misconception to the judge, hehowever became aggravated and continued to falsely believe that based on his interpretation of theinstruction which contained insufficient information to determine where the alleged conduct hadoccurred, the prosecution had improperly charged twice for the same conduct by charging exhibiteda shotgun while shooting from that vehicle”. The judge believed the act of discharging the firearmwas improperly charged as two separate offenses for the same conduct again this was false. Theprimarily occurs based on the fact the prosecution miserably failed to present any evidence of anexhibition of any weapon inside of the residence, then abandoned any hope of proceeding with thattheory. When asked as to meeting the proof elements the judge “asked are you relying on this onshooting from that vehicle?” The judge proves this for us by his statement of “Do you agree that youonly get Count I or Count II? You don’t get both?” It can be no dearer from the record the judgebelieves these two counts are based on a single criminal act of discharging a firearm from a vehiclewhile outside of the residence some 200 yards away after the arrival of law enforcement. This ofcourse is again false, and is clearly refuted by the record as well as the actual text of theinformation, which clearly charges two seatate acts as seoatate offenses one inside the residenceinvolving a shotgun Count II, and another outside involving a undescribed firearm discharged from avehide Count I. (see amended information p.1-2). The court by failing to read the actual criminalconduct as charged in the information, or for that matter the information at all; in complete errorand denial of fact allowed the prosecution to “choose” to submit the instruction for count II, for theconduct alleged as an offense in count I. The instruction No. 6 to be used for Count H isso lacking indetail as to be in violation of the notes on use of The MAI. The instruction contains insufficientdetails as to location as to raise serious double jeopardy concerns, thus once again adding to theproblem. The court concluded in error the basis of the submission would be the actions of thedefendant during the time and at the place of the conduct alleged not in count II but rather theconduct already alleged as another offense in Count I, this is of course impossible as there had beenno charge of exhibiting a weapon at this location and time but rather the conduct was charged asdischarging a firearm.

The court was misled by the lack of evidence of what the prosecution elected to charge, conductwhich was mere imagination without basis, just as the resisting arrest charge. The record is veryclear there was no evidence of any exhibition of any weapon inside the residence, the prosecution
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could not base any submission of count II on the exhibition of a shotgun inside of the residence, asthere was no testimony by any witness related to any such exhibition, the state had no weaponreadily capable of lethal use, and could not place any weapon in the hand of the defendantanywhere inside of the residence, nor was there any testimony of him being angry or threateninganyone with anything, no less doing it knowingly in the presence a person or some other person.The prosecution could not proceed with what it had charged in Count II, this resulted in the Judgeassuming based on the prosecutions responses that the basis of the instruction had to be forconduct other than that which was charged by the prosecution. The court was far off base inbelieving the prosecution had erred in making two counts as two offenses for the same conduct,both occurring outside of the residence. It is apparent the court never read what conduct or actionwhich would be an offense of statute if proven was actually cited in count II. The court was blind tothe fact there had been no charge of exhibiting a shotgun “for shooting from that vehicle” anywhereoutside of the residence, certainly not anywhere near a shooting range some 1/8 mile away fromthe residence; and certainly not after the arrival of law enforcement, when the defendant by thestate’s own evidence clearly was not inside of the residence or in the presence any longer of thealleged victims inside of the residence as cited in Count ii. The court was unaware the defendant ascharged had obviously started anew with a completely new act or conduct which would be chargedby the prosecution as Count I.

The Court and prosecution ultimately based its submission of an instruction for exhibiting aweapon on, a completely new uncharged theory of criminal conduct of exhibiting a weapon “whileshooting from that vehicle” made possible by the Court’s Ignorance of what was actually charged inCount II, Exhibiting a shotgun a weapon readily capable of lethal use “inside of the residence”. Theprosecution tried to alert the Court of the problem, but the judge simply cut him off in mid-sentence, then Ignored his and the defendant’s attempts to correct him, what he and the defendantare trying to say “1 figured they were different elements” “You cannot put me at that scene or with aweapon” ITR12O, 17-181. This is completely different criminal conduct or action

,thus a different offense, on that has not been charged. The Defendant’s statement of “I figuredthat was a different offense” seems to have not been caught by the reporter, however as it wasmade simultaneously with the prosecution, while the judge would not stop with his incessantoverbearing rant, and as the judge interrupts repeatedly mid-sentence to both parties, it is possibleshe just did not hear it Again the confusion appears when the judge refers to not the Counts andthe criminal conduct as charged, but as “instruction Ii”, then he actually sustains acquittal of Count Ilbecause the prosecution cannot meet the burden of proof as charged. He then says “I know that I’mstill contemplating”. The discussion then turns again to “choosing” between count I as a B felonyoffense or “submitting on the basis of instruction II”” the D felony”; this is again irrational as if theburden of proof had been met to allow either offense to be submitted, then both offenses couldhave been submitted to the jury, the state can submit each separate act of conduct which is anoffense separate by time and distance completely unrelated allegedly committed more than 30minutes apart, some two-hundred yards apart, involving different firearms, and different victims. Todo so it must prove the conduct which offends the statute occurred as charged and where charged
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at the time charged. Here that simply did not occur, the prosecution failed to prove either conduct,and further failed to prove the third conduct of resisting arrest when the officer plain out said hedidn’t try to attest anyone. There is no choice to be made by the prosecution, the proper choice is tobe made by the court, either submission or acquittal, based on the criminal conduct as charged, andby weighing the evidence presented to prove the spedfic CONDUCT alleged that was offensive tothe statutes every element. Again the prosecution tries to remedy the problem and explains “Wellon the record I’m obviously dismissing Count I and I believe” at which point the prosecution is againsimply cut off mid-sentence as the judge in denial of fact refuses to allow the dismissing butinstructs he must make a choice to submit the Instruction for exhibiting a weapon based on thecriminal conduct alleged in Count I, or as a choice; submit the instruction for count I for the criminalconduct charged as an offense in count I. [1R128, 13-25J. The prosecution now is certain he issubmitting some unknown Count to the jury by choosing to submit the conduct alleged in Count I,and “choosing” to do so by submitting the Instruction for the statute elements found in Count II. Theprosecution becomes so disheveled the judge even helps with the instructions. The prosecution hasno idea what is going on or what is to be submitted, he even offers to remove “as to count II” fromthe Instruction altogether and just replace it with “If you find and believe” by correcting the MAI toreference no count at all. LTR129, 1-5]. The court never allows the deletion of the text, but ratherbegins compiling the instructions based on the submissions as previously made by the prosecution.
There is little doubt what is being submitted, the record dearly indicates the judge believes he Issubmitting an instruction for exhibiting a weapon by discharging a firearm from a vehicle In thepresence of law enforcement, he repeatedly references “discharging a firearm” and Shooting fromthe vehicle”, neither of these are any form of the conduct alleged and charged as an offense by theprosecution however, it is an imaginary non-existent offense which was clearly abandoned in favorof the higher Class B felony offense for that conduct when the prosecution elected to charge“discharging a firearm from a vehicle” for the defendants act of “shooting from that vehicle”. TheJudge actually states on the record “Instruction number 6 is the state’s verdict director as to count Hon the discharging a firearm...” [TR131, 5-81. The record Is very clear as to what was submitted andargued to the jury, the prosecution makes not a single mention after the close of evidence in

opening or closing argument of any evidence or testimony even related to the conduct alleged in
count II, exhibitina a shotaun Inside of the residence. not a single word. The prosecution does
however base its entire Theory and arguments on the exact conduct and evidence of Count I with anew theory of exhibitina a weapon by discharging p shotaun from the shootina range because the
deouties were shinnlna their lights at him and he was making a threat that after the defendant
left In a hummer vehicle he went to the shooting ranac where officers then shined fights at him
and he then discharged a firearm and that he was angry and making a statement (emphasis
addedt. The problem is this is not the conduct charged as an offense the only offense of statute by
exhibiting a weapon as cited in Count II which is conduct which occurred inside of a residence some
200 or more yards away before different persons, long before the conduct of discharging a firearm
from a vehicle after the arrival and in the presence of law enforcement. This newly formed criminal
offense has never been charged, the prosecution elected to charge “discharging a firearm from a
motor vehicle” for this conduct, because it in fact could not under Missouri law charge two criminal
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u
offenses for the same conduct which occurred at the shooting range outside while discharging afirearm a singular time from a vehicle.

In The mind of the court the information contained Count II as “that outside of the residence at ashooting range 200 yards north of the residence the defendant knowingly exhibited a shotgun, aweapon readily capable of lethal use, by discharging the weapon in the presence of one or more lawenforcement officers, in an angry or threatening manner”. The problem is this offense simply doesnot exist anywhere other than in the mind of the Judge, and he ignorantly misinformed, we have tomerely read what is charged in each count to determine this to be fact. There simply Is no conductalleged In the information in any of the three counts charged that even resembles this conduct Thecourt cannot on its own motion create a new offense as a choice to simply make it appear to be
tried after the close of evidence. The court after allis not a prosecutor, not a party to the action buta “neutral party”. In this case the court has assumed the role of prosecution and is now creating newoffenses to be tried, again even if this did not offend every rule of law, it would be simply impossibleas a defendant must be advised of the offensive conduct, and given opportunity to council and todefend, not to mention evidence, preliminary hearings, etc. The Constitution simply will not allow
such conduct, both state and federal.

In addition the offensive conduct of discharging a firearm was already charged in count l and
dismissed, first because it is not an offense of the statute cited, second because the state could notprove any firearm was discharged from any vehicle, no less prove the elements of the offense it
intentionally left out to make it appear the conduct was an offense of a B felony charge. The
prosecution’s statement of “obviously I’m dismissing Count I” was a surrender of any chance of
proving what conduct had been charged as an offense. The submission of an uncharged offense by
simply choosing at the Judges demand to abandon the conduct originally charged, and replace it
with some other uncharged conduct (also called criminal actions) which is not a lesser induded
offense, is simply Impermissible.

The simple test of the conviction here is to find what the jury was asked to deliberate, if it is
contained in the information and is properly described as the conduct which was offensive, then the
conviction stands if not it is a nullity. Here the conduct of of exhibiting a weapon by discharging it in
the presence of deputies outside of the residence was never charged anywhere in the information,
thus any instruction based on criminal actions never charged, and never cited as an offense of the
statute in the information is invalid. Our courts have always upheld the obvious axiomatic standard
of ‘The Court has no jurisdiction over uncharged offenses”. The elements to be submitted to the
jury by instruction must be based on the conduct which is cited in the information related to the
offense of the statute cited In that count and that count alone. The court cannot simply move
statutes around to become offenses based on conduct charged as some other statute offense, and
this is a poster child example of just that One cannot charge OWl, and then instruct on bank
robbery. The error here Is plain and obvious to any novice; the conviction is null and void because
there has been noting charged or tried to convict upon.

1% 73
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Even assuming arguendo the court could have submitted the second uncharged offense, the noteson use of MAI absolutely require that when evidence of two or more separate offenses Is presentedthe time and place of the offense should be adequately described. This is true because thedefendant must know what conduct is alleged to have been on offense. Due Process requires thismandatory place and time of each offense charged. The Court clearly erred In assuming theprosecution had actually charged two offenses for the same criminal conduct occurring during thedischarge of a firearm from a vehicle outside of the residence. Where distinction of multipleoffenses by time is not possible, the MAr-CR 3d directs that “the Instruction should be modified bythe Court to identify the occurrence by some other reference.” MAe-CR 3d 304.02, Notes on Use4(c). The Notes on Use go on to specify:

The place of the offense may become of “decisive Importance” under certain circumstances, such as• where the defendant may have committed several separate offenses ... at the same generallocation within a short space of time.

In such a situation, upon request of the defendant or on the Court’s own motion, the place shouldbe mote definitely Identified, such as “the front bedroom on the second floor,” “the southeastcorner of the basement,” etc.

Obviously this ugly situation has reared Its head before and the higher court decided there wasneed in instructing on such a situation, it cannot be made any clearer what they intended.

The Basic procedural rules related to a criminal information also require the place and time ofthe offensive conduct be described as nearly as can be done, something the prosecution wasrequited to and did do by including “inside of the residence”, and “from a vehicle outside of theresidence” and terms like “firearm” and “shotgun” clearly designed to separate two similar criminalactions occurring in separate places and separate times, each separate criminal conduct which couldbe punished by separate penalties as separate offenses of statute law. The Court was correct innoting “you cannot charge him twice for shooting from that vehicle can you?” It is this requirementof law which the Prosecution properly followed in charging Count I and Count II, each separated bythe location and specific conduct which was alleged to have been an offense “inside the residence”as opposed to “from a motor vehicle”; and “Discharged a firearm” as opposed to “knowingly
exhibited a shotgun, a weapon”.

So to state the obvious; the Prosecution did not charge “outside of the residence some 200yardsnorth at a shooting range, the defendant Knowingly exhibited a Shotgun, a weapon readily capableof lethal use while discharging a firearm in the presence of law enforcement officers, In an angry orthreatening manner”. Without this specific text, and taking into account the text of Count II as
written on the face of the information, the Court could not submit an instruction for any conduct of
the defendant related to exhibiting any weapon of any type other than a shotgun, or anywhereother than “inside the residence” at the time and place and in the manor as charged. The court
might have believed this conduct of exhibiting a weapon at the shooting range by discharging a
firearm was charged; but it was in every respect, absolutely wrong, error is obvious, here it can be
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vacation, or by correcting the record to remove the verdict and sentence as a nullity. It goes withoutsaying the defendant had no idea he was being tried for exhibiting a shotgun from a motor vehicle
by the shooting range and that this theory of criminal conduct was never advanced by the
prosecution during that, nor defended against by the defense, as this specific criminal conduct was
never tried, nor charged until after the close of all evidence, due process, as well as constitutional
rule prohibits any conviction based on this untried criminal conduct. It is axiomatic that a
conviction upon a charge not made or upon a charge not tried constitutes a denial of due process.”
State v. Miller, 372 S.W.3d 455, 467 (Mo. banc 2012) (citing Jackson v. Virginia, 443 U.S. 307, 314, 99
S.Ct. 2781, 61 LEd.2d 560(1979)). And additionally even if one concludes arguendo the Court
could submit based on the charged conduct, “An instruction that allows [the jury] to convict of that
act or another which Is not charged cannot stand.” Miller, 372 S.W.3d at 467 (citing State v. Pope,
733 S.W.2d 811, 812 (Mo. App., W.D. 1987)). Other case law supporting this point Is cited below:

“Due process requires that a defendant cannot be charged with one offense and be convicted of
another.” State v. Brown, 950 S.W.2d 930, 931 (Mo.App.1997). IB: can’t be charged with hitting aman, and be convicted of spitting on a woman.

“tt is elementary law that an accused cannot be charged with one offense and convicted of another.”
State v. Gant, 586 S.W.2d 755, 762 (Mo. App., W.D. 1979). IE: cannot be charged with stealing a
sheep and convicted of stealing a herd of cows.

See also MAI-CR 3d 304.02, Notes on Use 4(c). See also as to lesser Included offenses: Section
556.046 prohibits the action taken in this case,

(b.) The record dearly indicates the prosecution did not charge the criminal conduct or act upon
which the instruction was submitted, the verdict was based, and the sentence imposed. The state
charged only one form of exhibiting a weapon. For his alleged conduct inside the home before law
enforcement arrived, the State charged Mr. Waggoner, under Count H, with:

“Unlawful Use of a Weaoon. Class 0 felony — in that on or about March 26, 2011, Inside the
residence at 36417 Nickle Rd., In the County of Unn, State of Missouri, the defendant knowingly
exhibited in the presence of one or more persons a shotgun, a weapon readily capable of lethal
use, in an angry or threatening manner.”

This in no way is even related to what was submitted as the basis of instruction 6. The court
relied on a separate criminal act of “shooting from that vehicle”, the prosecution argued a
completely different theory of criminal action than what it had actually charged, that the
defendant had exhibited a shotgun while in the area of a hummer vehicle down by the shooting
range where he shoots, and that he had discharged the shotgun from this location after driving
off in the hummer, and having lights shined at him by deputies while down by the pond. This is
obviously not the criminal conduct alleged to have occurred as charged in Count H. it is however
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a portion of the criminal conduct alleged to have been committed as Count I. Upon the
Prosecution dismissing this count I, the court simply allowed the accused to stand trial again far
the same conduct, this is also a violation of double jeopardy. The location of the alleged conducthas simply been removed to allow for the submission of different criminal conduct at a separate
location, by removal of the location of the conduct as charged ‘inside of the residence at 36417
Nickle Road’. Obviously one cannot be outside and exhibit a weapon inside, obviously one
cannot submit proof of the required element of a weapon readily capable of lethal use, by the
discharge of a firearm 200 yards away from and outside of the residence, obviously the element
of in the presence of one or more persons cannot be the deputies who were obviously outside
of the residence, and obviously none of the other elements which would have had to have
occurred inside of the residence could have been related to discharging a firearm from some
200 yards or more away outside. In fact the record clearly indicates the criminal conduct alleged
in Count II was never submitted to the jury, nor proven beyond a reasonable doubt A generic
instruction simply stating the county, state, and elements of the crime was submitted to the
jury, it was based on the theory the defendant had discharged a shotgun in the presence of the
deputies, at a time when the defendant was in the area of a vehicle, down by a pond at a
shooting range, outside, at night. This is not count II, this is some new and completely
uncharged criminal conduct which did not happen at the time or location of the conduct as
charged in Count II “Inside of the residence”.

The court has no jurisdiction over uncharged criminal conduct, nor over any newly discovered
statute offenses related to the conduct as charged. The court could not instruct the jury as to
any statute violation of law related to criminal conduct which Is nat charged In the information
with exception of lesser included offenses, which does not apply here as exhibiting a weapon is
not a lesser included offense of discharging a firearm from a vehicle twhith is not an offense of
any Missouri statute at allJ. This submission of an uncharged version of criminal conduct for
allegedly exhibiting a weapon which occurred in the location and at the time of the conduct as
charged in Count I denied the Defendant the right to present a defense or call witnesses on his
behalf based upon a defense to this new theory of criminal conduct thus violating the due
process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment of The United States Constitution. The submission
of this uncharged count also violated Sct Rule 23.08. Most importantly the court has no
jurisdiction over uncharged criminal conduct, and cannot submit any instruction to the jury
based on uncharged conduct LIE: exhibiting a weapon by discharging a firearm from a hummer
vehicle outside and 200 yards or more away from the residence in the presence of law
enforcement], however as the record dearly states that is exactly what occurred in obvious
error. The prosecution never charged the alleged conduct of exhibiting a weapon anywhere
other than inside of the residence as cited as the offensive conduct alleged In Count Il. It could
not charge both discharging a firearm from a vehicle, and exhibiting a weapon as related to the
separate specific criminal conduct as alleged in Count) ;“discharged a firearm from a vehicle to
wit a Hummer”. There simply is no offense available to choose to submit for exhibiting a
weapon while discharging this same weapon In the presence of the deputy while outside while
in the vehicle by the shooting range. The court has no jurisdiction over uncharged offenses, the
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court’s belief defendant had been charged two times for the speUfic separate criminal conductalleged in Count I “shooting from that vehicle” as stated by the judge was dearly erroneous.Because the prosecution as related to count I elected to albeit improperly charge a class Bfelony for discharging a firearm from a vehicle to wit a Hummer, and therefore elected not tocharge the “Class 0 felony of exhibited a firearm a weapon readily capable of lethal use, bydischarging said firearm approx. 200 yards north of the residence described in count II, from avehicle, to wit a Hummer in the presence of law enforcement, In an angry or threatening
manner”, the court lost any and all jurisdiction over any other statute offense related to the
specific criminal actions of the defendant at the time and location of Count I. The prosecutionchose to confer upon the court by signing a criminal complaint and issuing thereafter an
information each offense which the court would have jurisdiction to try on behalf of the countyand or State. The fact the judge failed to read the information and therefore did not know whatcriminal conduct the court had jurisdiction over, does not infer jurisdiction to the court. Anyverdict obtained by trying, instructing, or accepting a verdict based on any conduct other than
the conduct as charged, that the defendant knowingly exhibited a shotgun a weapon readilycapable of lethal use inside of the specifically described residence, is a clear error negating theverdict and sentence. A single exception lies with lesser included offenses that obviously does
not apply here as the elements are completely in opposite. The court has no jurisdiction overany such trial or verdict, cannot instruct based on any other actions as an offense, and cannot
choose to submit uncharged criminal acts which are not lesser included offenses.

The High Courts of Missouri have made it abundantly clear a verdict based on an uncharged
offense [or separate offense based on a new theory of criminal conduct offensive to an uncited
statute violation] is not only invalid, it is a nullity. It should also be noted the court is required to
immediately dismiss any action over which it lacks jurisdiction, the fact the court did not realize
the error until after trial had ended and sentence rendered, does not change the fact the
instruction, verdict, and sentence were all void ab inito. There was in fad no defendant present
who had been charged with such an offense of “exhibiting a firearm by shooting from a vehicle
outside and 200 yards away from a residence at a shooting range”. The Court has jurisdiction
only over criminal conduct which is alleged in the information, while the defendant may have
already been present to defend against the three specific separate acts of criminal conduct as
charged, this does not infer the Court gains jurisdiction over him to simply try uncharged
conduct, or to instruct based on a completely new never before disclosed theory of similar
criminal conduct which would give rise to a second viotation of one of the statutes cited in the
Information. Simply citing a statute in the information does not confer upon the court
jurisdiction to try the defendant for every possible act that might be a violation of that statute
anywhere anytime. If this were true one would only have to allege “the defendant committed
multiple offenses of Statute U#U#.#ff4*#, in the past three years...” obviously this in no way
resembles the rules of criminal law .The prosecution charged specific criminal conduct in count II
and It could only submit based on that conduct, the court correctly noted “you cannot charge
him twice” for the conduct alleged in Count I “shooting from that vehicle can you?” it failed to
realize the prosecution had in fact NOT charged two separate offenses related to the discharge
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of a firearm t”shooting from that vehicle”], but had in fact charged two separate criminal actsseparated by time and space, committed after the actor had time to cease one act or offense
contemplate his actions and begin anew thus a new and separate act and a new offense one
occurring Inside of the residence involving exhibiting a shotgun, and the other involving
discharging a firearm from a vehicle. Thus the Court falsely believed It had jurisdiction to
proceed to try the defendant for this conduct, this was false and In complete error. The court
was completely ignorant as to what offensive conduct had actually been charged by the
prosecution, it therefore failed to property deliberate the evidence presented related to the
criminal conduct actually charged in Count II, thus failed to properly acquit

This however does not and cannot correct the inescapable fact the court had no jurisdiction
over the uncharged offense of exhibiting a shotgun from a motor vehicle while discharging a
firearm in the presence of law enforcement The state via the county prosecution has never
been asked to proceed to trial against any such criminal conduct, and no defendant had been
arraigned on such criminal conduct, been advised of his right to council to defend against such
an accusation, nor had there been any discovery of evidence. The simple fact is the State has
never charged Mr. Waggoner with “knowingly exhibiting a shotgun a weapon readily capable of
lethal use, to wit; by discharging a firearm while occupying a vehicle by a shooting range some
two —hundred yards away from a residential structure, in the presence of law enforcement
officers, In an angry or threatening manner”. Without such a charge or something very similar
including the time place and circumstances of this second alleged criminal conduct, no court in
any state, on any day, of any year will ever have jurisdiction to try Mr. Waggoner for such
conduct. The simple inescapable fact is, Mr. Waggoner has never been charged with such
conduct as an offense of statute law, therefore any court claiming to have convicted based on
such uncharged criminal action is in error, and any such orders, sentences, or declarations, are a
nullity. The proper remedy In such a case is correction of the record as a nullity, by declaring the
instruction, trial, verdict, and sentence made in error and therefore a nullity. The courts have
properly noted, when the court lacks jurisdiction, there is nothing to appeal from, as the entire
action is void ab inito.

A conviction based on an offense not properly charged in the charging instrument is a nullity, as
the trial court acquires no jurisdiction over non-charged offenses. State v. Smith, 825 S. W.2d
388, 391 (Mo. App. 1992); see also State v. Smith, 742 S.W.2d 198,200 (Mo. App. 1986) (citing
State v. Brooks. 5075. W.2d 375, 376 (Mo. 1974)). Hence, because the State failed to charge any
person, specifically Mr. Waggoner by information with a separate count of unlawful use of a
weapon, based on his alleged separate conduct of exhibition of a shotgun at a shooting range
some 1/3 mile from his residence in a cow pasture by a pond while in proximity to or occupying
a vehicle at night, as argued to the jury and as the only offense given to the jury to deliberate,
not the offense as cited in count Il; the trial court lacked jurisdiction to enter a conviction
thereon, rendering its judgment purporting to convict Waggoner of unlawful use of a weapon
under count II a nullity, requiring the judgment of his conviction to be set aside and held for
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naught This Is further proven by the legislature’s intent in forming the separate crimes rule. SeeState v. Barber. 37 S.W.3d at 403-04 (holding that, In enacting section 571.030.1(4) ,which
makes It an offense for a person to knowingly exhibit, In the presence of one or more persons,any weapon readily capable of lethal use In an angry or threatening manner, the legislature
intended to permit a separate conviction for each angry display ofa knlft in the samefight or
transaction); State v. Morrow, 888 5.W.2d at 392-93 (holding that, In enacting section
571.030.1(3), which makes It an offense for a person to knowingly discharge or shoot afirearm Into a dwelling house, the legislature Intended to permit a separate conviction for
each shotfired into a dwelling house, even if the shots occurred In rapidfire succession).
Hence, there can be no doubt that the legislature intended, pursuant to section 571,030.1(4),that the act of exhibiting a weapon at the shooting range while ma cow pasture and in
proximity to a vehicle by the shooting range would support a conviction, in and of itself. Thus,
the separate criminal act of allegedly exhibiting a weapon at the shooting range constituted a
separate offense from the two weapons offenses with which defendant was charged, Count I -

discharging a firearm from a vehicle and Count Il- knowingly exhibiting a shotgun inside of his
residence, such that the trial court erred, as a matter of due process, and as a matter of law In
instructing the jury on a separate second offense of unlawful use of a weapon (section
571.030.1(4) by exhibiting a shotgun at the shooting range 1/3 mile from the residence, while in
proximity to a vehicle by the shooting range down by the pond while discharging a firearm from
a vehicle; in that a second count of section 571.030.1(4) wa not charged in the amended
information. See State v. Pope, 733 S.W.2d 811, 813 (Mo. App. 1987) (holding that, “when the
[specific criminal] act was specified tin the indictmentJ ... the jury can convict only on that act[,]
[such that an] instruction which allows them to convict of ... another (act] which is not charged
cannot stand”). The fact the court falsely believed the defendant had been charged “twice for
shooting from that vehicle” and the prosecution failed to correct this false assumption, does not
equate to properly charging by a required Count IV or filing an additional criminal complaint as
to the second and separate offense of exhibiting a firearm outside at the shooting range while
discharging a firearm from a vehicle, or charging two separate offenses related to this conduct
involving discharging a firearm from a vehicle in the alternative. Because Defendant was not
charged with this second offense the court lacked all jurisdiction, due process forbids jury
deliberation, and any alleged conviction is simply a nullity. The court must correct the record as
there is simply no conviction from which to appeal, and no conviction to be set aside. It goes
without saying the court cannot simply confer upon itself jurisdiction, the Court’s actions as to
proceeding against any person including Defendant for the uncharged additional criminal
conduct of exhibiting by “shooting from that vehicle” was done under the color of law, as the
court had no jurisdiction, and the state had made no such charge of criminal action as an
offense of statute to be proceeded against In essence the Court was simply performing a public
fictional drama performance, of a fictional enactment of a fictional trial, of a non-existent
defendant being tried for a fictional offense. In short the actions of the persons in the
courthouse after the decision to acquit, dismiss, and choose not to submit any of the three
counts against the defendant, rendered the action of trying an uncharged criminal act which
would be a separate and additional offense of statute law, simply a publicly performed mock
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a a
court, just for the public’s entertainment. The alleged conviction based on the Mock Court’sactions is not only invalid, it Is fictional, and a nullity. Needless to say any sentence based on anullity is also a nullity. There simply is no way to refute the fact the court had no jurisdictionover uncharged offenses.

Defendant relies on the transcript as filed, as there is no doubt what the court elected to ask theprosecution: to “choose” between; Its available and unavailable options to remedy “charginghim twice for the same offense of shooting from that vehide” something the prosecution hadnot done and something the record clearly refutes. [TR 120-1481

Defendant also relies on case law cited below:

The “separate or several offense rule,” which allows a defendant to be convicted of severaloffenses even though they arise out of the same criminal transaction. State v. Barber, 37 S.W.3d400, 403 (Mo. App. 2001) (citing ChilUs, 684 S.W.2d at 510-11, and State v. Murphy, 989 S.W.2d637, 639 (Mo. App. 1999)). Under this rule, the question, in determining whether a defendantcan be convicted of multiple offenses for the same conduct, is not whether the criminal acts inquestion are part of the same transaction, but “whether in law and fact [theJ defendant hascommitted two separate offenses.” State v. Applewhite, 771 S.W.2d at 870-71. Section 556.041prohibits multiple convictions for included offenses. It follows then, given the separate orseveral offense rule, that separate offenses, even though arising out of the same criminaltransaction, for which there can be multiple convictions, cannot be induded offenses, forpurposes of section 556.046.1. The basic inquiry in determining whether separate criminal acts,committed in the course of the same Itransaction,u constitute separate offenses subject tomultiple convictions, is whether the legislature intended to punish each individual act State v.Barber, 37 S.W.3d at 403; State v. Morrow, 888 S.W.2d 387, 390 (Mo. App. 1994). In
determining whether the legislature intended to permit multipte convictions, a court looks firstto the “unit of prosecudon allowed by the statute or statutes under which the defendant wascharged. State v. Barber, 37 S.W.3d at 403. If the unit of prosecution it is not apparent from thecharging statute or statutes, recourse must be made to Missouri’s general cumulative
punishment statute, section 556.041. Id.; see also State v. French, 79 S.W.3d 896, 899 (Mo. banc2002). Moreover, these statutes are designed to punish each individual act of offensive or
injurious contact, as each act poses a new and distinct threat of harm. See State v. Barber, 37
S.W.3d at 403-04 (holdIng that. In enactina section 571.030.1(4). whlchmakes it an offense
fora person to knowingly eMhlblt. In the presence of one or more oersons. any weapon readilycaoable of lethal use In on angry or threatening manner. the legislature Intended to nermit aseparate conviction far each angry dlsolav ofa knife In the some fiaht or transection); State u.
Morrow. 88$ S.W.2U at 392-93 (holdlna that. In enacting section 571.030.113). which makes It
an offense for a nerson to knowingly dlscharae or shoot a firearm Into a dweilna house, the
legislature Intended to oermlt a senarate conviction for eodr shot fired Into a thyefflng house.
even if the shots occurred in rapid fire successIon.
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(c.) Shackling of the defendant on exterior of dothing during entire trial in plain view of the jurywithout any hearing or determination of a special state need, nor any attempt to mitigateeffects on jury invalidated any verdict or sentence authorized or not “Thus, where a court,without adequate justification, orders the defendant to wear shackles that wilt be seen by the jury,the defendant need not demonstrate actual prejudice to make out a due process violation. TheSlate muprove beyond a reasonable doubt that the fshacktingj error complained ofdid notcontribute to the verdict obtaineS “Chapman v. California, 386 U. 18,24 (1967).”
The defendant was painfully shackled at trial while acting pro-se, crippled by the painful torturedevice, and severely prejudiced in the minds of the jury. The record does not refute theshackling which was witnessed by each and every person present in the court. Affidavits havebeen filed describing the shackling which occurred both at guilt phase and punishment phase ofthe entire trial. At no time was the defendant seen by the jury without shackle. Defendant wascrippled unable to properly walk, had to hold the shackle to approach the witnesses and jury,and the irons produced severe pain and inflicted torture, requiring the defendant to hunch overto even walk. The court stated it had no responsibility to ensure the defendant appearedunshackled, that was up to the Sherriff, obviously ignorant as to the decision of Deck v. Missourior to the basic concept of a fair trial in place since the early 15th century. The verdicts areinvalidated as mandated by the US Supreme Court decision in Deck v. Missouri this results in anautomatic mistrial. “We first consider whether, as a general matter, the Constitution permits aState to use visible shackles routinely in the guilt phase of a criminal trial. The answer is clear:The law has long forbidden routine use of visible shackles during the guilt phase; It permits aState to shackle a criminal defendant only in the presence of a special need.” Deck V. MissouriUS 544 (2004).

There is nothing in the record to even suggest any “state interest or speUal need” related to thedefendant, thus the conviction cannot stand and the verdict is invalid both as to guilt andpunishment.

Defendant relies on two affidavits declaring the shackling made by state’s witnesses. Defendantalso will rely on the testimony of each and every juror as to what they witnessed, the testimonyof the sheriff of the county Tom Parks, Deputy Maurice Eskew, each and every states witnessescalled to testify, the local news reporter, Public Defender Mrs. lauren Patterson, ProsecutorTracy Carison, and every potential juror sum monsed to appear for jury selection, as well as thetestimony of former Judge Gary E. Ravens and many other citizens and offidals present on theday of trial.

Any person present at trial would have to commit outright perjury to deny the shackling tookplace, or that it did not continue during the entire trial process. It was horrible and painful and
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the shackles were traded during recess to prevent loss of blood circulation, and were painful ashell.

The State has argued this point before the US Supreme Court; the State lost miserably andmade a fool of themselves, I welcome them to do it again, a picture is worth a thousand it didn’thappen lies. The State did however succeed In eliminating any hope someone else would everbe tried in shackles and a verdict be obtained and upheld, they set the rule in play for all courtsto follow the High Court’s decision of mistrial and guidelines for future trials. It appears the 9thCircuit Court of linn County, Missouri never got word you simply cannot try criminal defendantsin visible restraints, especially painfully crippling them in front of the Jury. mars what FederalCourts are for, this issue will most likely be solved once again there.

Waggoner will rely on Deck V. Missouri US 544 (2004) “Thus, the Fifth and FourteenthAmendments prohibit the use of physical restraints visible to the jury absent a trial courtdetermination, in the exercise of its discretion, that they are justified by a state interest specific toa particular thal.”...” shackling is inherently prejudicial. 475 U. S., at 56$. That statement isrooted in our belief that the practice Will often have negative effects, but like the consequences ofcompelling a defendant to wear prison clothing or of forcing him to stand trial while medicatedthose effects cannot be shown from a thai transcript.” Riggins, supra, at 137. Thus, where a court,without adequate justification, orders the defendant to wear shackles that will be seen by the jury,the defendant need not demonstrate actual prejudice to make out a due process violation. TheState must prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the (shackliugj error complained of didnot contribute to the verdict obtained.” Chapman v. California, 386 U. S. 18, 24(1967).”
I will also rely on law as far back as 1643.

(d.) PROSECUTION FAILED TO DISCLOSE JURROR WAS CRIMINALLY CHARGED BYSAME PROSECUTOR, AND WAS N PLEA NEGOTIATIONS wmi HIM AT TIME OFTRIAL: Juror Alma Wood was charged with a criminal offense prior to being seated, was knownby the prosecution to be charged and out on bond. She was being prosecuted by the sameprosecutor, notably she received a sweet plea deal only days after returning the guilty verdict asto the uncharged offense.

This point is self-explanatory. Alma Wood a juror was known to be criminally charged by thesame prosecutor, was represented by Attorney Terry Tschannen, who after the resignation ofTrial Judge Gary B. Ravens was appointed as Judge to the same court. It goes without saying theprosecution had a duty to disclose it was prosecuting a juror at the time of trial, and was going tooffer a sweet plea deal just days after that ended, three to be exact. The state bears all burden indisproving this point, the records of the court are very clear. A simple search of case.net revealsthe docket and all the relevant information to prove this fact. As juror tampering is alleged hereinthis only becomes more of a serious concern.

Waggoner will rely on the court docket, testimony of Juror Alma Wood, and the testimony of
Judge Terry Tschannen, as well as Prosecutor Tracy Carison, and if needed Judge Williams of the
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associate division court. The jury tampering is alleged in a sepaxate point herein and the evidencerelied on in that point will also be relevant to this point.

fe.) PROSECUTION FAILED TO DISCLOSE KEY WITNESS WAS BEING CHARGEDWITH CRIME WHICH PROVIDED AN AFFIRMATiVE DEFENSE TO COUNT H ASCHARGED, AND THAT THiS CRIMiNAL ACT WOULD HAVE REQUIRED THE COURTTO ISSUE A MANDATORY DEFENSE INSTRUCTION FOR COUNT II AS CHARGED: Thecharged offense involved a violent assault of a child inside ofthe residence by the alleged victimof the exhibition, Missouri law allows one to act in defense of another, including lethal action ifrequired. The jury had an absolute right to hear this information and was required to contemplatethe mandatory defense instructions.

The fact the criminal charges were levied as threat to the witness to commit peijuiy or suffer falseprosecution and public embarrassment are irrelevant to the failure of the Prosecution to disclose ithad charged a witness with a violent assault which would have entitled any person witnessingsuch an act to defend the child as well as potentially themselves up to and including the use ofdeadly force. This failure to disclose these charges and that an available officer witness had fileda probable cause stating the assault had occurred inside the home including strangulation of thechild and physical assauffive behavior, denied the Defendant the right to examine the witness,expose the falsity of his statement (proven at trial of the witness, as the assault was found to havenever occurred at all). This officer would have committed peijuiy, been caught in his priorperjury in conspiracy with the prosecution, or at the very least provided sufficient evidence thatanyone inside of the home was entitled to defend against such an attack The later would havemandated a defense instruction, the prior would have resulted in the arrest of the officer andprosecution, either of which would have had a profound effüct on the juiy, and would havedefinitely affected the outcome of trial, assuming arguendo, that the state had actually submittedthe offense in count II as charged. In any event it would have required the juiy to inquire as towhat the state was claiming bad occurred on the evening in question, and definitely affected thecredibility of the other officers who were also caught committing perjury as to evidence and as totheir actions while at the scene.

Waggoner will rely on the criminal complaint filed in the records of the court in State V.
Samantha Waggoner, testimony of Deputy Maurice Eskew, and testimony of prosecutor TracyCartson, as well as Judge Gary Ravens who med the case which resulted in a finding of
innocence. (( U3 I V (D Y’ * CS11 w’ 0 V) f Q4” LO hi
V ectxc& aio‘ie pj s Sct L3cn€ro- Ji,i M-cco
(f.) PROSECUTION COMM1TED FELONY OFFENSE OF WITNESS TAMPERING PRIORTO AND DURRNG TRIAL: Prosecutor threatened witness $amantha Waggoner numerous
times, asked her to commit perjury, issued false criminal charges against her in effort to secure
false testimony, and threatened her not to speak with the public defender representing the
defendant at pre-trial actions or “go to jail and lose your child”.
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Because the statute of limitations has not expired and criminal charges are required a simple
affidavit from the witness is to be relied on at the time of hearing on this matter. Witnesses are
available as to the Prosecution’s statements made in both private and public, and upon request of
the court these statements of witnesses can be filed and sealed at the discression of the State’s
Prosecuting Attorney General or council. Evidence is available as well, and can be disctosed at
the discression of the State or Court The same applies to point (g.) below.

(g.) PROSECUTION COMMUTED FELONY OFFENSE OF WITNESS TAMPERING PRIOR
TO AND DURRING TRIAL: Prosecution by proxy threatened minor chitd witness HAN.B. by
threatening if he and witness Samantha Waggoner “did not back him up on this” the child would
be sent away and never see his mother again. (see (h.) below).

(h.) PROSECUTION FAILED TO DISCLOSE WITNESS SAMANTHA WAGGONER HAD
DECLARED DEFENDANT WAS INNOCENT Of ALL CHARGES, PROSECUTOR WAS
LYING, THAT SHE HAD DISCOVERED HE HAD WR1TEN THE PROBABLE CAUSE
FOR THE DEFENDANT’S ARREST HIMSELF TO ADD FALSE FACTS AND TO CHARGE
KNOWN FALSE CRIMINAL CHARGES IN ORDER TO SECURE A FELONY WARRANT
FOR ARREST, HAD COMMUTED PERJURY BY DOING SO, AND FURTHER THAT SHE
HAD STATED ‘TI-CE TRUTH WILL COME OUT, I AM NOT GOING TO LIE FOR YOU,
YOU ARE JUST TRYING TO DO THIS SO YOU CAN KEEP YOUR JOB AND NOT GO TO
JAIL”.

The prosecutor and officer O’linger admitted to the false affidavit and pcrjuiy at trial during
cross-examination. The record clearly indicates the prosecution further wrote the entire officer’s
statement fur him which he then brought to his home for him to endorse. More than 13 facts
contained in the probable cause either did not occur at all, or were changed chronologically, or
were simply outright lies. The prosecution further admitted he had committed forgery by
obtaining a copy of the criminal complaint stamped as filed on the 27”, and then had a notary
notarize it on the 28th, he then presented it to the defense as if it were a true copy as filed, and it
was not. The true filed copy is not notarized at all, in addition the arrest warrunt was never filed
with the court at all, in other words there has been no arrest wanant ever issued to arrest the
defendant.

The prosecutor on two occasions met with the witness who disclosed to him defendant was
actually innocent, in one case publicly arguing with the prosecution as to the fact he was lying,
had falsified charges, and she had discovered in order to obtain a conviction or a plea, he had
filed known false charges. The prosecution is required to disclose that a witness is declaring
prosecutonal misconduct, has committed perjury, and has not only tampered witnesses, but is
actively suborning perjury, by threatening criminal charges, or harm to their livelihood and
enjoyment if they fail “to back him up” by lying or just keeping their mouths shut. Telling a
witness “you and (the minor child} must testify for the statc you have no choice in the matter,
you will testify as I wish” is outright witness tampering, as is telling the witness to cease all
contact with the public defender and the defendant, or you will be charged with witness
tampering. The fact he begins to steal the witnesses mail and discloses it with statements of
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“hoping to charge her with witness tampering” sent to other officials not related to the thaI at allis criminal action, admitting to it in court, including stealing “legal mail” directed to thedefendant is reprehensible. The Court addressed this problem at pretrial hearing at which time headmitted to being in possession of some 30+ letters including legal maiL. I doubt seriously thetheft had any effect on the outcome at trial simply because the prosecution failed miserably toprove any of the three counts charged, and only obtained a conviction by illegal means withoutjurisdiction with the help of or outright approval of the court. As Defendant moved for removal ofthe Prosecutor and assignment of a special prosecutor, which the court both sustained anddismissed, the State should be directed to address the prosecutorial misconduct and allow thecourt to determine if this behavior was outcome related. As noted above this is criminal actionand needs to be prosecuted. When the prosecution is so set on preventing a fair defense, it leaveslittle doubt in some way the actions had some effect on trial, but again as there was no convictionthe court may find this point moot.

Again the evidence of these offenses will be relied on for multiple points. Witness SamanthaWaggoner will be available to the court.

(1.) FORGERY OF BUSINESS RECORDS AFFIDAVIT TO ADMIT INTO EVIDENCE FIRSTILLEGALLY RECORDED TELEPHONE CALL. Prosecutor committed the felony criminal actof forgery of a business records affidavit which had been notarized by himself as a public notaryas witness to himselftaldng the statement of a witness who never find appeared before the court,been cross-examined by the defense, and who also bad no personal knowledge of the contents ofthe recordings nor was present when they were made.

Waggoner relies on the fact under statute law a notary cannot notarize his own documents, he isclaiming to be the person verifying be actually took a statement from a witness no one has everseen, who has never appeared at any point during pre-tnal or trial. As a result any such affidavit isa nullity, invalid in all respects. The fact his own signature appears to be a forgery written by thehand of another which exactly matches the style and form of the witness’s signature is somewhatperplexing, in no way does it even resemble the customary signature ofthe Prosecutor found onevery filed document in the record, in fact a simple comparison of the affidavit against anyexample of his filings is sure to result in a finding he did not execute his own signature as notary.The business records affidavits are contained in the record as welt as at least a dozencomparisons. The Prosecution admitted to notarizing the affidavits upon objection to theirintroduction at trial, the court reasoned “YOU NOTARIZED TEDS? it’s not his signature youneed to be worried about it is hers” quickly overruling the objection. The court plainly erred inadmitting the evidence without an authentic and properly executed business records affidavit. Astatement made by the prosecution, for the prosecution, to the prosecution, witnessed by theProsecution as notary, hardly is sufficient to introduce evidence of any kind. Coupled with thefact the court’s very own reporter then falsified her certification by pretending she was notemployed by the court and was actually someone else living in another place, gives rise to onceagain criminal charges. This issue of faIsifiing the certification, then committing felony forgeryby presenting them as authentic in a felony thai is raised in separate points herein.
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Waggoner relies on the business records affidavits, an example signature of Tracy Cartson, andthe trial transcript, wherein the prosecution admits to the criminal offense. The same evidenceshall support the point below retated to the second recording illegally admitted in enor. One canonly assume without the recordings the prosecution would have no case at all, how this affects theoutcome of trial as there was no conviction related to the three counts this evidence was tried withwill have to be determined by the Court. Of course if the evidence was inadmissible, it makeslittle difference if the defimdant is acquitted of all counts, and tried thereafter with a new
uncharged offense proposed by the court on its own motion by not understanding the criminalcontents of the allegations being charged by the prosecution.

U.) FORGERY Of BUSINESS RECORDS AFFIDAVIT TO ADMIT INTO EVIDENCE 911CALL. Prosecutor committed the felony criminal ant of forgery of a second business records
affidavit which had been notarized by himself as a public notary as witness to himself taking thestatement of a witness who never had appeared before the court, been cross-examined by the
defense, and who also had no personal knowledge of the contents of the recordings nor waspresent when they were made. See point (i.) above for evidence retied on.

(k.) FORGERY OF TRANSCRIPT FIRST ILLEGALLY RECORDED TELEPHONE CALL.Prosecutor committed the felony criminal act of fbrgery of a transcript which had been tlsely
certified by the circuit court’s own court reporter. The court reporter lied as to her identity
claiming to be “Katy Sawyer” from “La Plata, Missouri” not Kathryn I. Sawyer the Linu CountyCircuit Court’s Reporter, who is an employee of the party bringing the charges against the
defendant.

Waggoner will rely on the transcript certification page, Transcript Cover Page, The business
records affidavits, and the testimony of Prosecutor Tracy Carison, and Kathryn I. Sawyer.

(1.) FORGERY OF TRANSCRWT RECORDED 911 TELEPHONE CALL. Prosecutor
committed the felony criminal act of fbrgcry ofa transcript which had been thlsely certified by
the circuit court’s own court reporter. The court reporter lied as to her identity claiming to be
“Katy Sawyer CCR” from “La Plata, Missouri” not Kathryn I. Sawyer the Linn County Circuit
Court’s Reporter, who is an employee of the party bringing the charges against the defendant.

The evidence for point (k.) above will be used to prove this point.

(m.) IMPROPER ADMISSION Of 2 RECORDED CALLS BY FALSE BUSINESS RECORDS
AFFIDAVITS OF UNKNOWN WITNESS, IMPOSSIBLE TO CERTIFY THE CALLS AS
AUTHENTIC AND UNALTERED, NOR WHEN OR WHERE ThE CALLS WERE
RECORDED, OR WHO THE PERSONS BEING RECORDED WERE.
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This is self- explanatory, without the witness present to verify the authenticity, and completenessof the calls, where they originated and terminated at, and when and where they were recorded andfor what purpose, the calls are inadmissible. There simply is no way to determine if the calls havebeen altered, portions removed, or to determine who made the calls, who had received the calls orto what subjects the calls were intended to be about. There is no indication who is on the first callor who the unidentified caller is describing as “he”, there is nothing in the record to indicate thecalls are actually authentic, or that they aie complete, or that there were no other calls placed orreceived at the same time, before, or after, without examination of the records keeper there simplyis no way of knowing. The defense is entitled to some assurance that the records keeper isactually someone who is familiar with the calls, the time they were made, and that they are in factcomplete and true copies of the originals. Here we have an unknown person who appears not tobe the records keeper but actually, Corra Hoennann, the Municipal court clerk for Judge JamesWilliams, The same Williams who is actually the associate judge of the very same that couit,very simply there are serious issues with the evidence, without a business records affidavit, thecalls were inadmissible, forgery is a serious crime, as is acting as a false notary, in fact they bothare a crime, forgery in a fhlony trial is punishable as a class C felony without benefit ofconditional release or parole. The jury definitely had a tight to know the state was not onlythreatening witnesses, committing and suboming perjury, but stealing mail, and falsifyingaffidavits, as well as asking the court reporter to commit a crime hezself by lying as to heridentity and employment related to this very evidence. Throw in the forgery of either one or bothsignatures of the parties, and well any juror would have some serious doubts, and any defendantwould move the evidence be suppressed, just as happened at trial, to which the judge saidoverruled, even when the prosecutor admitted to a class d felony offense, and was trying his bestto commit two or three counts ofa class c felony, all on the record clear as day. It is hard toimagine a fair trial before a fair judge under these circumstances. There is no doubt this evidencewould have affected the outcome of trial if in fact there had been an additional fourth propercharge of the criminal act of exhibiting a shotgun by firing from that vehicle as was erroneouslysubmitted to the jury.

The evidence to be relied on will be the Business records affidavits, the transcripts of the calls,and any relevant portions of witness testimony or the lack of related to the identity of the callers.

(ii) FAILURE TO HAVE A UNANIMOUS VERDICT BECAUSE INSTRUCTION GWEN
CAN BE USED FOR TWO OR MORE SEPARATE ALLEGED CRIMINAL ACTS AT
SEPARATE LOCATIONS AND SEPARATE TIMES INVOLVING SEPARATE FIREARMS,
AND SEPARATE VICTIMS. It is impossible to determine which juror found which act had
occurred or at which location, or with what weapon, no less to which victims; orif some found
one allegation of criminal action had occurred but did not believe the other bad been proven and
some the opposite. It is entirely possible six jurors found the defendant innocent of exhibition of a
weapon inside the residence, and six found innocence of exhibition during the discharge of a
firearm at the shooting range some half-hour later, while others found there was no weapon at all
merely someone shooting a shotgun in the presence of someone else while angry or as a threat,
without a determination it was being used as a weapon of offensive or defensive combat, simply
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because the instruction is missing any instruction to the jury they must find the firearm was used
as a weapon.

Instruction Number 6 submitted to the Jury states:

“As to count II, if you find and believe from the evidence beyond a reasonable doubL First, that
on or about March 26, 2011, in the County of Linn, State of Missouri the defendant cxhibfted in
the presence of one or more persons a shotgun, and Second, that he did so in an angry or
threatening manner, and Third, that the shotgun was readily capable of lethal use, and Fourth, that
defendant acted knowingly with respect to the facts and conduct submitted in this instrection,
then you will find the defendant guilty...” ; You will note there is no requirement the jury
deliberate or find beyond a reasonable doubt the shotgun was being used as a weapon. The
instruction simply directs the jury if a shotgun was present than it had to be being used as a
weapon. The problem is a weapon is defined as “an instrument of offensive or defensive combat”,
obviously we need not address defensive as this would be fatal for failure to instruct on self
defense, but as to offensive combat, there is no indication of any combat between the officers and
whoever could have had a shotgun, there was no contact, no sight of any person, no words
exchanged and obviously no person witnessed and facial expressions or body actions, not a single
word was ever spoken, and there was absolutely no contact between the parties before or after the
alleged exhibition, a weapon is improvable when you cannot determine what any shotgun is being
used for, combat or otherwise. While a shotgun can be a weapon it can also not be a weapon, the
state miserably failed to offer any evidence of a weapon being used for some purpose of combat.
We have no way of knowing where or if any one juror found the shotgun was a weapon, no less
when, or in combat with whom. In fact we have no idea where any alleged act occurred beyond
somewhere in Linn County, on the 27th More importantly we must address the issue of
unanimous verdict.

The thai court plainly erred in failing to instruct the jmy more specifically as to the particular
location of the criminal conduct which it was required to find that Waggoner committed, and
thereby denied Waggoner his constitutional right to have unanimous jury concurrence in his guilt.
This requires this court reverse his conviction.

At trial the State produced differing accounts of what was being charged in two separate counts of
Unlawful use of a weapon which occurred at different times, and in a number of different
locations: inside the house where he lived, in a vehicle some 200 yards from the home; at a skeet
shooting range; and at a second rifle and pistol shooting range physically separate from the home
by some 250 yards located on the 20 acre farm property ofthe defendant. Given the verdict
director, it is impossible to know whether the jury unanimously found beyond a reasonable doubt
that any of these specific incidents of Unlawful Use of a Weapon had occurred, and if so, which
one (or ones).

In State v. D. WN, 290$. W 3d 814 (Mo. App. WD. 2009) (en bane), the Court recently
summarized the law relating to a defendant’s right to a unanimous verdict in criminal cases, and
the manner in which vague or disjunctive jury submissions may deny a defendant this right:
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no more obvious. The record including copies of the information and what was charged simply hasnot changed, It is correct, the instruction to deliberate based on this uncharged conduct was done
purely under color of law, as there was no court or prosecution ever empowered with trying a
defendant for said conduct. Once again one can only find the entire effort a nullity.

The court erred in failing to acquit as there simply was no evidence the criminal act that was actually
charged in Count II had ever occurred, changing to a new conduct which was uncharged or in this
case already charged as another separate offense did not change the necessity of an acquittal. It
should be noted the court did acquit count II then elected to change the conduct, thus an acquittal
did occur.

The conviction cannot stand and must be vacated. But a conviction cannot be vacated if ft is a
nullity because it simply does not exist at all. A conviction based on an offense not properly charged
in the charging instrument is a nullity. Collins, 154 S.W.3d at 497. Due process requires that a
defendant may not be convicted of an offense which is not charged in the indictment or
information. State v. Cowles, 203 S.W.3d 303, 307 (Mo. App., S.D. 2006) (citing State v. Smith, 592
S.W.2d 165 (Mo. banc 1979)). Again, the prosecution charged Mr. Waggoner, under Count II, with
exhibiting a shotgun inside the residence, but he was convicted under Instruction No. 6 (The
uncharged offense) for exhibiting some other shotgun outside of the residence by discharging it
some two-hundred yards away In the presence of law enforcement officers some 30 minutes or
more later after he allegedly drove away In a hummer. The offense submitted to the jury must be
based on the same criminal conduct that is alleged in the information. See State v. Collins. 14S.W.3d at 494 (a iurv could not be Instructed for an assault that occurred at a different time and
olace than the conduct aIIeed In the charelne document)

The origination of a criminal charge is the criminal actions of the accused which if proven at trial
violate each and every element of the statute Uted which prohibits such conduct and constitutes an
offense. Criminal defendants ate not charged with crimes, they are naturally charged with having
committed a specific act which if proven gives rise to an offense of the statute which thereby
confers upon the court the right to proceed and punish the accused upon a finding of guilt by a jury
weighing his actions to determine if in fact such actions violated each and every element of the
statute. Criminal defendants are not charged with statutes, they are charged with committing some
action or act, which if proven beyond a reasonable doubt are an offense of the statute. One simply
cannot charge “bank robbery” and then assume this covers every possible bank robbery the
defendant committed in the general time frame charged, even if it occurred at any number of
separate banks using separate vehicles and weapons, this would limit the state to trying a single
offense, eliminating separate punishments for separate criminal conduct altogether. it should be the
state not the defendant arguing this point, if the conviction is upheld here the prosecution can only
charge once for 10 or 20 separate acts, not exactly what the legislature intended, In short as a
matter of law any conviction based not on conduct which was the conduct alleged by the
information to have occurred and thus be an offense of statute, “the criminal charge”; but based on
conduct related to some other conduct or “charge” which is not described or has already been
charged as another offense cannot stand under any circumstance and must be corrected either by
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The Missouri Constitution provides “[r]hat the right oftrial byjury as heretofore enjoyed shall
remain inviotate[]”Mo. Consi. art. 1, §22(a). This right to trial byjury includes “alt the
substantial incidents and consequences that pertain to the right tojury trial at common law. “This
includes the right to have the jury’s unanimous concurrence in the verdict.

Prior cases have held that the submission ofmultiple separate acts ofalleged similar criminal
conduct in a single instruction runs afoul ofa defendant’s constitutional right to a unanimous
concurrence in the verdict. This is because an instruction that submits two separate criminal
actions in one instruction which can be usedfor either creates a situation where some ofthe
jurors may have agreed that he was guilty ofthe offense because he committed one act white the
otherjurors believed that he was guilty because he committed another act. It is all too clear this is
the case here. In addition the instruction fails to define if it was in an angry manner, or if it was in
a threatening manner. Both of these propositions were argued at closing and were in serious
dispute at trial. Each of the two counts; Count U as charged RSMo 571.030.1(4) and the
uncharged act argued and submitted to the jury as ordered by the court 57 1.030.1(4) were
separated by time; and at locations separated by a minimum of 100 and a maximum of 250 yards
(300-750 fret), , both allegedly involved one of several fireauns the state never offered as
evidence. The Trial court forced a choice to be made although the record indicates Count ifi was
acquitted and Count I was submitted on the basis of an instruction formerly charged as Count U,
as a fourth uncharged act. Here neither Count is contained or represented by the instruction
submitted for deliberation. The defective jwy instruction is so vague as to allow some jurors to
find guilt of Count I as a lesser included offense (althougz such instruction would be and was
illegal), and some jurors to find guilt of Count U, and others to find guilt of a completely
uncharged offense occurring at a third or even a fourth location.

United States v. Gipson, 553 F.2d 453, 457-5$ (5th Cir. 1977) (“The unanimity nile. . . requires
jurorstobe in substantialagreementastojustwhatadefendantdidas asteppreliminaxyto
determining whether the defendant is guilty of the crime charged.”). Here the jury is so lacking of
any details of which crime is being deliberated, the jury is free to imagine any piace and any time
within 24 hours, and to imagine any shotgun they have never seen as evidence. The jury
instruction is completely void of the place of the alleged crime other than Linn County some 200
plus square miles of territory. This lack of detail is fatal as Count IV the uncharged offense
submitted was inside of a vehicle some /4 mile from the residence at 10Pm; Count U as charged
was inside of the residence of Mr. Waggoner at some time before 9:20Pm. One offense involved
an unknown shotgun, the other a specific “Remington shotgun”; one alleged offense involved law
enforcement officers, the other did not. There is no way of knowing which juror found the state
had proven the elements of either accusation charged or uncharged, as there is no offense
specified, no time specified, and no location specified. The State refers us to no case holding a
general verdict proper upon the trial of an indictment or information charging an appellant with
the commission of two offinses in one count; the state actually did not charge two acts, but the
court adamantly believed it had. An accused is entitled to the concurrence of twelve jurors upon
one definite charge of crime.

Waggoner’s case involves the instruction to the juty as instruction number 6 and the verdict
thereof. Some of the jurors may have agreed appellant was guilty of an offense committed inside
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ofthe home some hours before officers arnved on the scene as charged in count H, while othersmay have reached the same result with respect to an offense committed at the second alleged
crime at a shooting range some 250 yards from the home as argued at closing argument, while
others may have by pure speculation inferred a violation occurred at the skeet shooting range
behind the home, and others may have found the violation to have occurred while occupying a
vehicle down by a pond on the property as argued by the State also in closing. No person actually
testified Waggoner bad exhibited a shotgun, and no shotgun was ever shown to have been at anytime lethally capable, further no person had actually seen Waggoner with a shotgun, and yet
further no person had seen any shotgun used as a weapon. It cannot be determined that there was
a concurrence of twelve jurors upon one definite charge of offense, that it was what the state had
actually charged by information, or that any one or more separate acts constituted all of the
required elements but occurred at different times and places which the jurors simply pieced
together to use elements from here and there to combine into one patchwork offense. Some jurors
might have viewed the shotgun introduced as evidence and found inside the home the shotgun
exhibited, or not, and others fuund another unseen and unfound shotgun from the shooting rangewas exhibited, others some unknown shotgun discharged from a vehicle, while others might have
found some other shotgun was exhibited at any time anywhere in Linn County, there simply is no
way to tell. The instruction is void of the location charged in Count H “inside of the residence at
36417 Nickle Road” and is also void of the required element of a weapon “exhibited a shogun, a
weapon, readily capable of lethal use” as charged by the information.

In State v. MitchetI 704 & W2d 280 (Mo. App. S.D. 1986), the court reversed a defendant’s
conviction oftwo counts ofunlawful use ofa weapon, where the verdict directorsfor each count
were identical, even though the altegedly unlawful conduct occurred in two different locations on
the same day. Id. at 286. Infinding that the tack ofdfferentiatian between the two counts
required a new triaI Mitchell emphasized that “defense counsel, through cross-examination of
the State’s witnesses and the presentation ofdefense witnesses, sought to discredit the State’s
evidence and to extenuate defendant’s conduct at [the first location] and at [the second
location]”; accordingly, “the jury. . . had to decide whether defendant’s actions during either, or
both, ofthe incidents mentioned In the evidence constituted [one violation by acquittal ofthe
other, or Iwo violations, or no violation at all] but under the instructions there was no way to
determine how they had done so. Here the Trial Court demanded the State somthow choose to
submit an illegal instruction of a Count uncharged as a lesser included offense of Count I, or as a
completely new uncharged offense altogether. The prosecution and the Court seem to have been
at a total loss as to what is being submitted to the jury or where it is charged in the information. ft
was not until after submission to the jury that the Judge even makes record of what has been
submitted, and even then there is confusion. The instruction for Count I and Count II was so
lacking and vague the Judge actually believed the State was charging Count I and U as the same
offense, although separated by distance and time one being inside of a residence and one being
outside at a shooting range or in a vehicle. The prosecution argued only the new theory to the
juiy, and did so again in the penalty phase, there is nothing to even infer the state submitted the
offense it charged, something the State conceded on appeal. The appellate court refused to
address the issue, claiming the crime with which he was charged was the same crime. This is true
just not the criminal action which constitutes an offense and thus is a crime that was actually
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charged. The court cited nothing to support this new rule of one charge for multiple offenses, and
did not publish its findings, to do so would have created new rules and laws. However this court
must cite legal authority, sufficient to allow for higher court review.

Under the unanimity rule, jurors must be “in substantial agreement regarding the defeadant’s
specific conduct” as a necessaxy prerequisite to a finding of guilt. The specific act of Exhibition
of a Weapon was not presented in the disjunctive it was presented as any generic offense of
statute at any location charged or not. But while Waggoner was only accused of one type of
generic conduct which constituted a crime, the evidence would have allowed jurors to find that he
engaged in elements of such conduct on any one of multiple different occasions and separate
Locations. Thus, although the verdict director referred to only a single kind of generic act, they
effectively charged Waggoner in the disjunctive: under the instructions the jury could convict him
if it found that he exhibited a shotgun in the presence of one or more persons, in an angry or
threatening manner, inside of the residence before officers arrived, or while occupying a vehicle
down by a pond at 10:30 Pm after officers arrived, or at the skeet shooting range in the rear yard
of the home at some unknown time, or at the lighted rifle and pistol shooting range structure
sometime after 10:45 Pm when the suspect was no longer believed to be in a vehicle, or at any
other time and place within 24 hours of that day and within the County of Lmn, Missouri. These
incidents were all separated not only in location, but also in time each a separate offense each
could have been charged in separate counts. The State was very specific as to the locations at
which particular alleged vents occurred. Witnesses although giving no testimony a crime had
actually occurred and in fact disproving the State’s accusations, provided various statements and
testimony to indicate that the events occurred at different times, and were not part of any
uninterrupted course of action, events beginning at 3:30 pm and continuing until 11:50 pm when
the officers left the home after conducting an illegal search and seizure to manufacture evidence
and simply elected to Leave.

The jury-unanimity requirement cannot simply mean that the jurors had to agree that he engaged
in actions of a particular nature or type. Consider a defendant charged with a single count of
burglary, but implicated in the burglaries of multiple homes in the County over the same 24 hour
time span as submitted in instruction 6. Even if evidence of the multiple burglaries was admitted
at trial, I assume this Court would reverse a conviction if the jury was instructed in a single
verdict director that it was required to find only that the defendant, during this 24 hour span,
unlawfully entered the (unspecified) property of another with the intent of committing an
(unspecified) crime therein, even if he had never actually been charged with that specific crime at
all. I assume this Court would have no difficulty concluding that such a generic submission
violated the defendant’s right to a unanimous verdict, even though the hypothesized insmiction
describes a single type of conduct which the defendant allegedly committed (i.e., unlawful entry
into the premises of another with the intent of committing a crime inside). The due process
violations, and double jeopardy concerns would only give rise to mandatory vacation of any
verdict.

The Trial Court’s conclusion in complete error that the jury-unanimity requirement was satisfied
cannot be squared with Mitchell, 704 S.W.2d 280. Mitchell also involved separate incidents
involving the same generic type of conduct: knowingly exhibiting a weapon in an angry or
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threatening manner in the presence of one or more other persons. Id. at 284. The identical verdict
directors in Mitchell were erroneous, since they identified “the specific act” of unlawful use of a
weapon (among several alternatives, see § 57L031.1(l)-(8), RSMo Cum. Supp. 1983); Yet
despite the identification of a specific type of unlawful use of a weapon in the verdict directors,
Mitchell found the instructions erroneous because “it was impossible for the jury to know which
incident was the subject ofwhich verdict director, Id. at 284, and the two incidents could have
been readily distinguished by location. Id. at 285. Here the court was required to identify the
specific criminal action which it was submitting and bad it done so it would have realized there
had been no such specific criminal action charged at all by the prosecution and therefore it could
not instruct on an uncharged offense over which it had no jurisdiction.

The Missouri Approved Instructions address a similar situation, where a defendant is actually
properly charged and stands accused of multiple similar offenses. Where distinction of multiple
offenses by time is not possibLe, the MAI-CR 3d directs that “the instruction should be modified
by the Court to identify the occurrence by some other reference.” MM-CR 3d 304.02, Notes on
Use 4(c). The Notes on Use go on to specifically observe:

The place ofthe offense may become of “decisive importance” under certain circumstances, such
as.. . where the defendant may have committed several separate offenses ... at the same general
location within a short space oftime.

In such a situation, upon request ofthe defendant or on the Court’s own motion, the place should
be more definitely identified, such as “thefront bedroom on the secondfloor,” “the southeast
corner ofthe basement,” etc.

As these Notes on Use suggest, the thai court in this case could, and should, have included more
specifics as to the location or other distinguishing characteristics of the separate incidents
described in the evidence, any one of which could have, but in this case did not, support
Waggoner’s conviction of an uncharged offense. The problem faced by the court was that any
inclusion as to the location of the alleged criminal act would be submitting an uncharged offense
and clearly documenting the error. See also MM-CR 3d 304.16 (pattern instruction fbr alternative
submissions under a singte count). It is more important — not less — that the jury be given as
specific direction to guide its deliberations as the State’s accounts will permit Here, the State’s
elicited testimony plainly lent itself to distinguishing particular separate claimed events, or
groupings of events, based on the tocation where they allegedly occurred, a fbnn of
distinguishing reference which the MM-CR 3d specifically endorses. While this may not have
forced the jury to focus on individual events, it would at least have required the jury to make
findings that considered only the criminal conduct which was actually charged by information,
and given some assurance that the jury in fact unanimously agreed to his guilt based on that
specific accusation, which obviously must be the same accusation at the same time and place as
charged in the information and no other, I.E exhibiting a weapon at another location outside of the
residence to persons who arrived after the criminal acts as charged in count U had been completed
and a new criminal action had begun.

Obviously the instruction allows jurors to choose any element, find it occurred at any place and
time, then combine another element with it at some other place and lime, to choose any victim
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a a
whether inside outside day or night, then choose any of several alleged exhibitions, then choosewhere and when the defendant may have been angxy or threatening, then further when and whereit believed a shotgun could have been readily capable of lethal use, as well as when and where hedid any one of these things knowingly or not. Obviously such a patchwork verdict isimpermissible. There simply is no possible way to know where when or if the jury found he haddone all of these required elements in one place at one time, knowingly, or that it was evenpossible at alt without using evidence from multiple separate acts including uncharged criminalactions. Such an instruction for DWI would run afoul as ajmy could determine that the defendantwas intoxicated, that he had operated a vehicle, and that he did so knowingly. The problem is hecould have operated the vehicle at 9am, become intoxicated at noon, hv has still operated avehicte and he was intoxicated, just not at the same time; and not at the same place, and not asone criminal action. The state itself relies on just the same patchwork of elements in its reply tothe primmy point on appeal, using elements from inside the home, elements from outside thehome, relying on the fact they heard a gunshot come from the location of the vehicle to prove alethally capable firearm, then using shotgun shells found 200 yards away from that location noteven remotely considered evidence, to infer a shotgun must have been present at the shootingrange, then back to the events inside of the home to infer an angry manner, and threateningmanner, then back outside to say there were people present because the deputies were thereshining their Lights at him, and he would have known a light has a source, the probLem is the statehas combined two separate criminal allegations at two separate places and times, to try to proveall of the elements of one offense, this is of course impossible because there were not twoseparate criminal offenses charged, and even if there had been the instructions must clearlyseparate each separate criminal accusation.. The state explains that it does not matter where orwhen each of the elements occurred just that each element was inferred by the state somewhere atany time. The state’s argument falls flat on its face because as noted above one can operate avehicle, one can be legally intoxicated, one can do both of these things knowingly on the samedayinthesameCounty.ButifthestatcchargesDWlinonecountwhichoccurredat9am, thencharges public intoxication at noon the state cannot say oh well he was drank at noon and he gota blood test that proved a BAC in excess of .08 at noon, but he was operating a vehicle at 9am, sowelt the juiy will have to find he was drunk and he knowingly operated a motor vehicle. There isno evidence he did both of these things at the same time; but yes, if the jury is simply instructedthat they only have to “find beyond a reasonable doubt that on or about January I, 2014 in thecounty of Lmn the defendant; first was intoxicated at a BAC of.08; and second that he operateda motor vehicle, and third that he did so knowingly; then you will find the defendant guilty ofOWL Obviously he did all three of these things, just not at the same time or place. Obviously hedid not commit an offense, but the fatally flawed instruction causes a patchwork verdict Thesame applies here, and is impermissible. It is apparent from the Judges determination the statewas choosing to submit an accusation it had not charged, that the instructions as given couldcover any one of several accusations, separately or combined as one single lengthy act. The jurywas simply not asked to distinguish between these separate acts, or instructed they could not usemultiple separate acts to form one patchwork verdict of guilt by combining several actions atdifferent times and places to satisfy various elements of the verdict’s director of guilt which mustoccur as one act, at the same time and place, to the same victim(s) using the same evidence. forthis reason the verdict cannot stand and must be reversed. The court may well find this point moot
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as explained herein due to Jack ofjurisdiction, or other dispositive points. As it is a point ofgeneral interest to this court for future protection of the Constitutional Rights of the accused itshould be addressed.

(o.) THE PROSECUTION AND JURY WAS IMPROPERLY ALLOWED TO ASSEMBLEEVIDENCE REQUIRED TO PROVE THE ESENTIAL ELEMENTS Of THE UNCHARGEDCRIME SUBM1TED BY PROVING SOME ELEMENTS AS CHARGED IN ONECRIMINAL ACT AND ADDING OTHERS FROM THE SECOND SEPARATE CHARGEDACT. One cannot prove some elements at one location, then swap victims, swap fireanns, andrely on actions and evidence that occurred after the first act bad ended, and a new act began, all ofthe elements must be proven at one location and at one time.

The evidence relied on is contained in the mat transcript. Other evidence is contained in the pointrelated to insufficient evidence of the uncharged ad submitted and argued to the jury and anotheradditional point related to lack ofproof of the charged act as found in Count U.

(p.) SEPARATE CRIMES REQUIRE SEPARATE CRIMINAL CHARGES, E)CHIBITINGANY OTHER UNIDENTIFIED WEAPON AT ANY LATER TIME ANYWHERE EXCEFf“INSIDE THE RESIDENCE” AS CHARGED IN COUNT II, REQUIRES AS A MA1TER OFDUE PROCESS THAT THAT CRIMINAL ACT BE CHARGED BY DESCRIBING EACHSEPARATE ACT “AS NEARLY AS CAN BE DONE” IN A SEPARATE COUNT. The Statecannot charge twice for the same alleged criminal conduct.

See State v. Pope, 733 S.W.2d 311, 813 (Mo. App. 1987) (holding that, TMwhcn the [specificcriminal] act was specified [in the indictmentJ ... the juiy can convict only on that act[,I [such thatan] instruction which allows them to convict of ... another [act] which is not charged cannotstand”). See State v. Barber, 37 S.W.3d at 403-04 (holding that, in enacting section 571.030.1(4),which makes it an offense for a person to knowingly exhibit, in the presence of one or morepersons, any weapon readily capable of lethal use in an angry or threatening manner, thelegislature intended to permit a separate conviction for each angry display of a knife in the samefight or transaction)

The trial court plainly erred by allowing the prosecutor to base his submission on a criminalaccusation of exhibiting a weapon not charged, submitting Instruction No.6 to the jury, and inimposing judgment and sentence upon the jury’s verdict, because these rulings violated theaccused’s rights to due process of law, to be given notice of the charges against him and toprepare a defense, as guaranteed by the Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States
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Constitution and Article I, Sections 10 and 18(a) of the Missouri Constitution. The argument andinstruction to the jurors allowed them to return a verdict against the accused for a criminalaccusation with which he was not charged because Count II of the amended infbnnation chargedhim with exhibiting a weapon inside the residence in the presence of one or more persons, but theargument, instruction and verdict was based on a new uncharged criminal accusation ofexhibiting a weapon outside the residence some hour later at a shooting range in the presence oflaw enforcement officers, this is a separate act which must be charged in the information as CountI by choosing to charge correctly or as Count IV in the alternative by dismissing count I prior totrial, of course Count I would have to have been charged on the criminal complaint whenoriginally filled had the State wished to proceed to thai on such a separate criminal accusation.The prosecution could not amend its infbrmation due to the fact this new uncharged criminalaccusation is a new act, and is not a lesser included offense of the criminal accusation charged inCount I, discharging a firearm from a motor vehicle.

“It is elementasy law that an accused cannot be charged with one offense and convicted ofanother.” State v. Gant, 586 S.W.2U 755, 762 (Mo. App., W.D. 1979). Here, the State chargedMr. Waggoner with unlawful use ofa weapon for exhibiting a weapon inside the residence, anyother theoty of any other criminal accusation occurring at any later time and place, and any newvictim requires that the accused by criminal complaint be properly charged, and subsequentlycharged by infommtion or indictment prior to trial. Thus, as a general nile, due process mandatesthat a criminal defendant may not be convicted of an offense not expressly charged in theinformation or indictment. State v. Hibler, 5 S.W.3d 147, 150 (Mo. banc 1999). “It is axiomaticthat a conviction upon a charge not made or upon a charge not tried constitutes a denial of dueprocess.” State v. Miller, 372 S.W.3d 455, 467 (Mo. banc 2012) (citing Jackson v. Virginia, 443U.S. 307, 314, 99 S.Ct. 2781, 61 L.Ed.2d 560 (1979)). “An instruction that allows [the juxyJ toconvict of that act or another which is not charged cannot stand” Miller 372 S.W.3d at 47(citing State v. Pope, 733 S.W.2d 811, 812 (Mo. App., W.D. 1987)).

A statutozy exception to this rule is found in Section 556.046, providing that a defendantmay be convicted of a lesser-included offense of the offense charged in the indictment orinformation — the rationale being that, fur purposes of due process, a defendant is considered tohave notice of included convictable offenses, any of which may result in a lesser accusation dueto the criminal actions as charged not being fully proven sufficient to submit the greater offense.State v. Collins, 154 S.W.3d 486,494 (Mo. App., W.D. 2005). An offense is considered anincluded offense for purposes of Section 556.046, when:

1) It is established by proof of the same or less than all the facts required to establish thecommission of the offense charged; or

2) It is specifically denominated by statute as a lesser degree of the offense charged; or

3) It consists of an attempt to commit the offense charged or to commit an offense otherwiseincluded therein.

Also, the included offense must be based on the same criminal conduct alleged in the
information or indictment as to the charged offense. Hibler, 5 S.W.3d at 150.
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Here, the lesser-included offense exception does not appty because the State did notsubmit Count U as a lesser-included offense of Count 1. Nor could it. The State was required tocharge two separate allegations of criminal conduct each of which axe separate offenses to becharged as two separate Counts of criminal conduct. If the State wished to charge exhibiting aweapon for the criminal conduct alleged in Count I for discharging a firearm in the presence oflaw enforcement it was free to do so, the prosecution elected to charge discharging a firearm andwas thereafter held to proving the elements of that crime or any lesser included offenses. Asexhibiting a weapon is not a lesser offense the court was barred from allowing the state tocontinue based on the criminal conduct alleged in count I. As the court properly noted “youcannot charge him twice for shooting from that vehicle...” ; but the court itself allowed just sucha second charge to be submitted in violation of Section 556.046, In error simply calling thissubmission Count II because the court believed Count II was an hnpenrnssibte second charge forthe same criminal conduct, or accusation of criminal action by shooting from a vehicle did notchange the allegation of criminal conduct of Count U exhibiting a weapon inside the residence tothe conduct alleged in Count I, nor did it make Count U a lesser included offense of Count I. Thecourt in allowing the prosecution to “choose” to submit either the charged offense of Count I, or aCount II based on the same conduct of Count I which did not exist except in the mind of theJudge, who was unaware of what was actually charged by information, committed plain error ininstructing the jury as to an uncharged offense, which was not a lesser included offense of theconduct as accused and charged in Count I. In essence the court submitted no counts to the jury, itsubmitted an existing unused instruction based on new criminal conduct which said in the face inerror was Count U, not Count I as would be required if the jury was to base its deliberation on thea lesser form of the criminal conduct alleged in Count I.

There is nothing in the record to refute the submission of an uncharged criminal accusation. Thestate conceded this fact and in no way even attempted in the reply to appeal to infer the state hadproven what it did charge in count U, relying primarily on the accused criminal conduct asalleged in Count I. The court has never instructed the jury to deliberate as to count U, the courtnever even knew what was charged in count U, so it goes without saying there can be noconviction of the offense charged or the criminal conduct alleged as charged in Count II. Theprosecution was told to proceed based on the criminal conduct as alleged in Count I by choosingto submit based on that conduct, in essence the court created a new Count II by simpLy ignoringwhat was charged in the real Count U. The record is clear as to this fact, and the State cannotargue otherwise. As the defendant has not been convicted by ajufy of the singular count ofexhibiting a weapon, it goes without saying the non-existent conviction cannot stand and must beheld for naught.

fq.) INSUFFICENT EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT THE VERDICT OF THE UNCHARGEDOFFENSE AS SUBMIT[hD AND ARGUED TO THE JURY. The state attempted to overcomethe lack of evidence but failed miserably. In order to convict the state had to prove a shotgun wasat the location of the criminal conduct as alleged in the uncharged exhibition “while shootingfrom that vehicle”. The state’s first problem is there is no evidence of a shotgun being present atthe vehicle or shooting range at all. A gunshot heard off in the distance assuming arguendo the
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officer was not committing peijury again, does not make that gunshot sound come from ashotgun. The appellate court attempted to overcome this problem by simply stating shotgun shellswere found in the vicinity of the vehicle, however this is incorrect, only 2 shotgun shells werefound some 250 yards away, at a skeet shooting range near the home, not anywhere near thevehicle, in addition only rifle shells were found at the shooting range by the vehicle, it would beonly logical to assume any gunshot came from a rifle, the fact several different calibers of shellsincluding center-fire rifle and rim-fire rifle or pistol shells ofseveral different lengths were foundwithin 10 yards of the vehicle would raise serious doubt as to any alleged gunshot coming from ashotgun, hearing a shot in the distance does not prove it is a shotgun, and not a single officertestified he heard a shotgun shoot, only a gunshot, or what he believed to be a gunshot. The factthe only shotgun admitted into evidence was fbund upon their arrival inside of the residenceunloaded and broken, where it remained in the control of the officers during the entire time of thealleged gunshot being heard and was eventualty seized from the same location, would require thejury conjure up some imaginary shotgun at the vehicle or shooting range, which was never seen,and never seen with the accused, who was never seen with any weapon. The state cannot base itsentire proof of this element on speculation with no evidence of the existence of a shotgun.

The second probLem is the state never placed the accused at the vehicle or proved he fired anyweapon of any type, no person identified the accused as having taken the vehicle or beingassociated with it. I am sure the state will argue this point, but no person ever identified who the“he” was that was referred to as taking the vehicle. In addition there was no evidence whoevertook it remained at all, we must be mindful two officers committed pezjuiy on the stand. In anyevent even the judge claims “1 don’t think you even put him at the scene” where the judge doubtsyou have placed the defendant at the scene this is reasonable doubt. No person saw anyone fire ashot, no less the defendant, nor did anyone see him anywhere around the residence or the vehiclewith or without a firearm, again, no person testified who was present on the evening in questionor how many persons were in the area of the vehicle, or carrying weapons.
No person ever saw the accused, or had any idea what his emotional state was, angry, happy,mad, threatening, asleep, awake, or dancing a jig. The state certainly did not prove any angry orthreatening, which is not based on the victim’s perception of the act, but rather the actions of theaccused, actions never seen. It is perfbctly conceivable whoever fired a fixeann if they did, couldhave been doing so in celebration, or to eliminate a make, or a tin can, maybe a waskly wabbit.
The state adduced no evidence anyone was within a range for a shotgun to be readily capable oflethaL use, from 200 yards away in the dark, it is bard to believe a shotgun can ever be lethal, itsure won’t kill ducks at 100 yards, any attempt at killing a human would be as finile as throwingrocks at passing jetliners. Without expert testimony as to some super shotgun which can be lethalfrom 200 or more yards away in the dark, the state could not prove readily capable of lethal use,not that you can buy non-lethal shotgun ammunition, blanks, beanbag shot shells, flares, or someother 20 or more types ofnon-lethal ammunition which sounds just like any other discharge, orthe inescapable fact that shotgun pellets especially the skeet shot introduced by the state due tothis thing called gravity and aerodynamics will not travel 100 yards due to physics would haveprevented proving this element. The simple fact is you can point a shotgun at a fly from 200yardsaway and there is no chance you will ever put his eye out, simple ballistics and physics. You
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would have a better chance driving golf balls at the victim, or spitting watermelon seeds, it issimply irrational to even contemplate a shotgun will kill a human from 200 yards away.
The State next had to prove that the shotgun was being used as a weapon. Defined as “aninstrument of offensive or defensive combat”. The state simply cannot offer any proof of thiselement at all, no person saw the accused anywhere on the property, with or without any firearmof any type, no officer had any contact with the accused, spoke to him, or heard anycommunication from him of any type. There was no evidence anyone at the shooting range couldeven know the officers were present at all, other than they allegedly shined a hand held flashlightat an unoccupied vehicle some two-hundred yards off in the distance. In addition there is ashooting range within the immediate area of where they alLeged the sound of the gunshot camefrom, people shoot at shooting ranges; that is after all what they are for. Just as people playbaseball on a baseball field, hearing the crack of a bat hitting a ball, sure does not make exhibitionof a ball bat as a weapon readily capable of lethal use. This element was not proven, if eveninferred at all.

Next the State had to prove someone was in the presence of the accused, 200 or more yards is notin the presence, unless when you use the toilet in a super Wal-Mad you do so “in the presence” ofevery person in the entire shopping center and the Mc Donald’s across the street. I think 200 ormore yards away in the dark, unseen, and with no evidence anyone knows you are present,eliminated “in the presence”. Obviously one would not be exposing himself to urInate “in thepresence” of everyone within a 200 yard radius of the toilet, even assuming arguendo everyonecould hear him urinating.

Next The state had to prove that the actions were knowingly, meaning the accused knew hiscombatant was there in his presence, his shotgun was readily capable ofkilling the combatantwhen he exhibited it to him (impossible due to physics), that he was perceived as being angry orthreatening to him, and that the person being exhibited to could observe his exhibition, andconclude ft was intended to display a weapon during combat for his inspection. I can’t see howanyone could know he was exhibiting a shotgun to someone in the dark 200 yards away or thatthey had super human vision and would see it, or that the accused could simply ignore all of thelaws of physics and irrationally believe he could kill some human so far away the projectiles willfailto earth some l5oplusyardsbeforereachinghim,lesslethalthanaspftballacmssaclassroom, or that it would be perceived as being angry, or threatening, of course to do so youmust by pure speculation assume the accused even knew they were there at all, was facing in theirdirection when he fired the firearm, which of course must be a shotgun, and that the accused wasnot simply shooting at the shooting range unaware of the officers presence, or that they had beencalled, arnved with their lights and sirens off, or were sneaking around the residential area of theproperty at all.

So just to recap, the juzy has to imagine a shotgun that has never been seen or recovered was inthe hands of the accused and no other person; ignore the fact no shotgun ammunition ofany typewas ever found anywhere near where the exhibition and alleged discharge occurred; that theammunition presented was incapable of lethal use from 50 no less 250 yards; ignore the fact therereally is no person in the presence of anyone else with a firearm, they must then conclude that the
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noise the officer heard was in fact a gunshot and not something else, if indeed he is not lyingagain then conclude that the accused must have been in some offensive combat with the personshe has never seen or spoken to and has never had any contact ofany kind with that the accusedhas some new super ammunition for his shotgun which quadruples its maximum effective rangeon ducks and is now lethal to humans at 200 yards away (which is laughable), then assume thathe had to be angry or threatening in some way; that he intended to do all of these things and knewsomeone was in his presence, within range to be readily killed during his exhibition, and thatsomeone would see his exhibition and take it as an offensive criminal action, and further thenpurely speculate that the accused was not simply shooting a rifle or handgun at the shootingrange, where as the prosecution conceded “is a place where he shoots all the time” and where hehimselfpresented evidence of rifle and pistol shells that prove beyond any reasonable doubt thatis exactly what was occurring, even recovering a wig’ine for a .22 rifle from the shooting benchas well as multiple boxes of un-fired .22 tim-fire shells, something one normally finds at ashooting range, just like golf balls at a driving range or gasoline at a gas station.

There is no juror alive who could conclude the sound heard was a shotgun, there was not a singlepiece of evidence presented to allow it, no officer testified he heard a shotgun, just because theprosecution says that is what it was, because that was what was charged in the actual count II, nota firearm as charged for the alleged discharge of a firearm from a vehicle in Count I. The Statewas welt aware there was no proof ofa shotgun ever being at the location of the shooting range,thus alleged a firearm. The facts are simple the juiy could not have found a shotgun was exhibitedas the state argued and as the instruction was based upon. Without some evidence of some newsuper shotgun ammunition readily capable of killing the nearest human around to see or even hearthe exhibition some 200 yards or more away, the state’s case fails; this simply is not a case ofsomeone pulling out a gun and threatening another person or persons, nor is it a combative fightwith a weapon drawn, nor is it even proven that whatever the sound was occurred even from afirearm no less a shotgun, as instructed. But of course this is moot as there was no charge of anysuch exhibition, so even if the jury found all of these things to have occurred, it invalidates theverdict, because that is not related to the criminal conduct as alleged in Count II, which the courtat sentencing claims was the finding of guilt and basis of the sentence. So in the next point mustdisprove this possibility of conviction based on what was actually charged, but never submitted tothe jury.

(r.) INS UFFCCENT EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT VERDICT CONVICTION AND SENTENCEBASED ON COUNT U AS CHARGED.

No person testified the accused was on the premises during the time, whatever that time may havebeen, as the state adduced no specific time frame when the alleged exhibition occurred inside ofthe residence. No person saw the accused exhibit a shotgun or any firearm anywhere inside of theresidence, there was no testimony by any person that any exhibition had occurred at any time,
readily capable of lethal use or not. This of course is fatal to the state’s case. In addition the statesonly witnesses refused to support the State in anyway, and further refuted the state’s evidence tosuch a point as to diminish the state’s theory to wishful thinking and nothing more. The state
offered no evidence a firearm of any type was ever loaded thus capable of lethal use while inside
of the residence. The state offered no person who was present when any such firearm was used as
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some fonn of an insthunent of combat, offensive or defensive. The state offered a single firearm,a Remington shotgun which was unloaded, and was broken incapable of any use other than aspaperweight obviously incapable of being lethal. The state offered no eyewitness testimony ofany person who had witnessed the accused hold a shotgun, or exhibit the same unloaded orloaded, it further offered no evidence that the accused was inside of the residence with any otherperson present at any time. The state offered no evidence that while holding a shotgun to beexhibited which was loaded, the accused was angry or threatening to any person. It did elicittestimony from the only eyewitness to testify that he had never seen the accused with a gun, orseen him shoot a gun, the accused was not his dad but his stepdad who he called fther, and thathe did not remember why he called 911, and further that he did not hear any gunshots, and that hehad no idea where the accused was when he called 911 .The state offered no evidence that theaccused intended to use a shotgun loaded or unloaded as an instrument of combat against someother person. And of course the State offered no evidence that the accused did any of these thingsknowingly and with some purpose as to his conduct. Additionally the State failed to offer anyevidence to eliminate possession of a weapon inside of the premises by any other person, nor didit offer any evidence the accused had ever owned or bandied the shotgun found unloaded insidethe residence. The state further offered no evidence as to what had occurred prior to the arrival oflaw enforcement, who or whom was responsible for any damages to the structure or any othertestimonial evidence related to what bad been accused as an exhibition of a shotgun readilycapable of lethal use inside of the residence. The state failed to even infer an exhibition hadoccurred. No person, including the officers after arriving, saw a firearm Loaded at any time insideof the residence, no person witnessed an exhibition of a shotgun inside of the residence by anyperson, no person stated they had been threatened in any way shape or form, no person testifiedthe accused was angry at any time, including inside of the residence, no person testified there hadbeen any weapon readily capable of lethal use ever in the possession of the accused, and inaddition no person testified the accused knowingly exhibited anything to anyone with somepurpose, knowing the conduct would be considered a criminal action. In short just as theProsecution abandoned the imaginary accusation of exhibition inside of the residence, the State inresponse to appeal as well as the appellate court simply threw out any hope of even inferring anexhibition had occurred, lethal or not of any weapon, opting instead to concentrate on theuncharged act of exhibiting a shotgun while discharging a firearm at the shooting range,misappLying the law by stating it did not matter what the state charged if appellant exhibited aweapon any weapon, to any person, anywhere, because the statute does not require it be inside ofthe residence orin the presence of someone other than law enforcement. This simply does notwork for the state, it in essence is admitting the prosecution did not prove what it charged, butrather proved some other act, which is also a second uncharged violation of the same statute law.The problem for the state is the state cannot rely on any proof elements from the criminal conductof Count I to prove the criminal conduct alleged in Count II, because they are not related to eachother. Double Jeopardy prevents being charged for the same act over and over again, allowing thestate to simply try again and again until it can prove some offense, even if it is one never beforecharged or announced to the defendant. If this were true the state could simply charge everyonewith murder, and work down to whatever the jury eventually finds has occurred, like speeding, orlittering, obviously this is not permissible. Obviously the prosecution in no way proved what itcharged in Count II, that the defendant exhibited a shotgun inside of his residence For this reason
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a a
the conviction is a nullity, and no conviction of Count II has ever occurred, simply because itcannot, as no jury has ever been asked to find quilt or innocence of the criminal actions as allegedin Count U.

(s.) seW-explanatory, two offenses on charged on not, no description of either on instruction 6.
(t.)The entire criminal act WHICH WOULD BE AN OFFENSE OF THE STATUTE cited in count IllsImpossible to commit without a firearm loaded with ammunition readily capable of lethal usebeing inside of the residence to be exhibited and some witness to the exhibition, merely findingan unloaded dysfunctional shotgun as pictured and offered as state’s evidence item #1 is farfrom proof of any violation of the statute cited. It is impossible to exhibit without a personseeing It, or present to be involved in some combat. Not a single witness testified they had everseen a shotgun inside of the residence in the possession of Defendant, or that Defendant hadexhibited it to them, there was also no person that testified any firearm was ever readilycapable of lethal use, or that any shotgun or weapon of any kind had been used as a threatinside against anyone, or as angry against anyone, during some knowing action against somealso unknown persons, the jury nor any rational person can conclude the Prosecution provedany one no less all of the elements of the offense, or that there were the persons or items thereto even allow it.

(u.) Deputies showed jurors four firearms belonging to defendant which were not related toalleged crimes and were inadmissible. Officer’s statement of “they won’t need these he’s guiltyanyway” tampered jury. Witnessed by state’s primary witness, who wilt testify if called to do soor can file the affidavit if needed. Was coming to new trial hearing as witness, but court changedthe date a week early without telling anyone to prevent this and other witnesses from testifyingas to the obvious violations of th.e court addressed herein. t}J \ I ei’ OL’ +EtvvVYWçO 5 cW LA]C’f M W\ct Q.O(v.) Judge admitted to sending him in there said “I watched him the entire time, funny can’t seethe jury room through the two closed doors and down the hall to the right, now can you, hopehe shows up t evidentiary hearings and lies again, he is not a judge now, and perjury is a crime.VkJL’ OY V(Dk1( Cy(L ]rr -‘<SQ(w.) self-explanatory, read the PCR motion.
V-O(S -

(x.) lied to all witnesses and family, entered a change of date AFTER hearings had been held aweek early, tied about council being present (see Docket), then lied to me also, came to the jailremoved me and had hearings unannounced a week early, no hearing really, just well you’regoing straight to prison, then stole all of my paperwork when I got to the prison, and refused tofile my appeal forms, or appoint appellate council. All documented, even the return of all mytegal documents some 45 days later. There Is a transcript you know and the dates are all In thedocket, as well as case.net, 1 have the notice to a witness a day After saying the date had beenchanged, oh and in closed court, no public no witnesses, no council.

(z.) Appellate council failed to raise the main points herein, even though I myself briefed them
for her, asked her not to send until I approved and if needed corrected or revised, she said
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a 0
would not brief the points, but if I felt she was wrong I could bring it up here, so here we are.Lack of jurisdiction was a primary point, she simply said I had not been charged with the samecrime, the appellate court said a crime is a statute, well obviously they are right, and act which isa crime Is an offense, they used a play on words to uphold the conviction but would not publishsame. Obviously they cited no one case to support their new all crimes are the same offensetheory because they all have the same elements, doesn’t matter where or when or if In multipleplaces as long as each element was proven. I wouldn’t have published that either, pure bull.
See Unpublished memorandum for guidance WD. 2014 tAJ t rQY OTh i-esf en ofl
O0\t( ftyY/ y4\O0 MOfaa.) self-explanatory, see trial transcript missing lines, and discussions off the record.

(bb.) State bears all the burden of proving it did not affect the jury, judge admitted to it, it is alsoone of the “discussions held off the record” lE st delete that for me would ya de r. iAR k\ (_.yV QS\v%Y Oc .SQ‘r i<s u. u rS(cc.) State bears all the burden of proving it did not affect the jury, judge admitted to it, it is alsoone of the “dIscussions held off the record” IE: Oust delete that for e w uld ya dear ti Io Thw -Ws øvi4 vorS(Ud.) Prosecution was well aware there was no truth to count ill, there was no attempt to arrestanyone, and this count was based on his own perjury in order to negotiate a plea deal. Count I aclass B felony is not an act which can be an offense of statute, it is a completely false accusationof the cited statute, used purely as a prosecution tool. Another count of a Class B felonyassaulting an officer, simply was outright prosecution Imagined fact This Count Used to getothers to arrest defendant, was complete fiction, the Missouri State Highway Patrol officerhimself would not support It, had not been assaulted, and did not appear at any proceedings totie for the prosecution. Obviously Count It was fictional, no person was witness to any exhibitioninside of the residence, nor did anyone testify Defendant ever possessed any firearm loaded orunloaded inside at any time or ever had. Obviously this Is prosecutorlal Misconduct on aFederally Criminal scale which should be addressed. We must remember he was caught in publicdrunk as a skunk saying “I’ll make up the charges myself if I have to... he isn’t making me looklike a foal”. When the prosecution throws four charges on the table settles on three for trial,gets caught lying, faking evidence, and having officers perjure themselves, and can’t prove a
single word of anything he charged, maybe the only way to convict is to make a fifth charge
after hearing the evidence, then just make the charge what you think you can get the jury to
believe. A fair trial was impossible to begin with, from the very first day they all schemed this all
up, just to make a false attest in another state.

fee.) self-explanatory

(if.) Jurors allowed to run freely around the courthouse on breaks, no person watching them,
went out on the lawn, entered the library where evidence was stored and looked at it BEFORE it
was admitted including multiple firearms inadmissible evidence, went to lunch with witnesses,
roamed around talking to the public just having a fine day as if they were no at a trial at all. All
witnessed, some chose to stay some left for lunch, that type of stuff. For all we know they went
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out back had a big toke, and went to their car for a quick drink or two, who knows, no one was
in charge of them at all, they separated, hung out in groups, just a mess.

(gg.) It is very simple a shotgun cannot be readily capable of lethal use to anything no less any
human from two-hundred yards away. The victim and whoever if anyone discharged a shotgun
was never within the effective lethal range of any shotgun, even giving the state every possible
inference the act Is Impossible. 1. The only shotgun offered up as evidence was in the deputies
possession at the time after their arrival the deputy alleges he heard a gunshot, he never
mentioned hearing a shotgun nor did anyone else, you would have to purely speculate that from
no evidence. No person testified they saw Defendant with any firearm of any kind not to
mention a shotgun. 2. The ammunition offered up as evidence to the jury, low brass skeet shells,
simply cannot be used for anything past 50 yards, the shot will not travel 200 yards it Is
physically impossible to kill a human at 50 yards no less 200 which is four times the readily
lethally capable range of a shotgun. But we don’t know if they even fit the fictional shotgun that
never was seen, or examined. 3. Hearing what you believe to be a gunshot off in the distance is
not an exhibition. You simply cannot exhibit without victim seeing some physical sign of the
item’s existence, and the victim would have to see some sign of the item (i.e.: a bulge In the
pocket from a handgun, fire from the barrel), I cannot find any case where an exhibition
occurred without anyone seeing some physical sign of the item, the only reference available is a
black jack being used to hit a man in the back of the head, the hit to the head was sufficient
along with having the item in his possession upon arrest to beyond a reasonable doubt say he
exhibited it and it was there to be seen had the victim turned around to see it. Here we have a
sound 200 yards away in the dark made by some unknown means, we simply have no evidence
of anything which Is a weapon, no less a shotgun or of where it was or if it could have been seen
or was behind the levee out of sight at the shooting range or off In the woods somewhere. 4.
There is no evidence of the victim and Defendant ever seeing each other, speaking, having any
physical contact of any type, any item to meet the elements of the statute must be a weapon
“defined by dictionary as an instrument of offensive or defensive combat here we don’t have
an Item or any combat, there is no visual or physical contact with Defendant of any type
therefore there can be no combat, no weapon. It is more likely than not a shotgun is not a
weapon when in anyone’s possession. 5. There is no way to prove the Defendant had any idea
there was anyone else in his presence, simply because there was no other person available, the
neatest person was at best some 200 yards away. If you are in a post office parking lot, you are
not in everyone’s presence at the Wal-Mart a % mile away. 6. There is no evidence of a shotgun
ever being at the shooting range, no person saw one there, there was no ammunition for a
shotgun found there, the nearest shell casing was found four days after the fact at the skeet
shooting range 200 yards plus away, no indication of how long it had been there years, decades,
months who knows, pure speculation, in other words there is no sign a shotgun existed at the
shooting range or vehicle, and what gauge was the shotgun same or different, what gauge were
the shells found at the skeet shooting range by the residence, we have no idea because the
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state did not offer that up to the jury or any Indication of what they were fired from, or by
whom; without a shotgun present it cannot be exhibited. Hearing a sound you believe was a
gunshot tassuming you are not lying again for the prosecutor) does not make a shotgun
magically appear in the hands of some person 200 yards away. There is simply no physical way
to make a super range shotgun loaded with some super long range magic shells appear to be
exhibited at the location of the uncharged offense, anyone who does so does so by pure
imagination and speculation and outright fiction. Ignoring the most important fact, there is no
shotgun that Is readily capable of lethal use 200 yards away, how could anyone know his
weapon was readily capable of killing victim when it simply cannot, it defies all physics, you can
shoot at anyone with a shotgun from 200 yards all day long till your arm falls off, bet not a single
little pellet even comes dose to landing at their feet no less kills them. There was no other
person in the presence of any other person with a shotgun, a shotgun found inside the
residence where it remained the entire time the deputies were there, unloaded on the floor or
some hours later in their car trunk. Using the evidence that gun would have had to get up and
fly to get to the shooting range, then load and fix itself, discharge In the hands of someone, then
break again, unload, and fly back to the deputies hands, all without them knowing, oh and
become somehow readily capable of firing pellets 200 yards accurate enough to hit a human in
the dark and reasonably be assured that human would die from it That Is one wild story, hard to
believe the entire jury would imagine that anyone could knowingly do all that, or that physics
could just stop, gravity and time stop, and shotguns can shoot 200 yards, And guns can animate
themselves, just don’t think the state proved that happened, simply because it doesn’t except in
cartoons. Just don’t think even if the state had charged that offense It could have proven a
single element of it, and I’m tight because it cannot be done. From that range you would be
better off to just throw the shells with your hand probably go further, maybe even 75 yards if
you got a good arm, still isn’t going to kill nobody. Kind of goes back to the if a tree falls and no
ears ate dose enough to hear It does it make a sound, well If a shotgun goes off and no one is
close enough to get killed is it readily capabte of lethal use, guess we know the first answer is yes
and the second no. The state miserably failed to prove even what it did not charge.

Relying on physics, gravity, simple education, and common sense here. But if the state wants to
call in an expert I would love to heat what he would say, he would be laughing when you ask
about killing someone with a shotgun at 200 yards, I’m quite sure of it.
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